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Pottertown
wreck claims
Almo man

www.globalmtglink.com

270-753-7407

Spring blizzard hits Colorado

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
An Almo man was killed and three Murray residents were injured
Saturday during a two-vehicle collision on Pottertown Road.
Charles A. Erwin, 50, of Rowland Road, was eastbound on the
highway about six miles east of Murray around 10:12 a.m. when he
ran off the right shoulder of the road while entering a curve, according to a report from the Calloway County Sheriff's Department.
Erwin reportedly overcorrected and lost control of the vehicle.
The vehicle then spun around clockwise in the roadway into oncoming traffic and was struck in the driver's side by a vehicle driven by
Melissa James, 34, of 5230 Speaker Trail.
Erwin was pronounced dead at the scene of the accident by
Calloway County Deputy Coroner Ricky Garland. James, and two
passengers in her vehicle, Amber N. McCalaster, 14, and Kaylanne
M. McCalaster, 15, both of 5230 Speaker Trail, were transported to
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for treatment of injuries suffered
during the accident.
According to MCCH officials, the two teenagers were treated and
released; however James remained in the hospital's CCU this morning. None of the four victims were wearing seat belts, according to
the report.
Speed and overcorrecting were cited as contributing factors in the
collision. Sgt. Mark Balentine, an accident reconstructionist with the
Calloway County Sheriff's Department, is investigating the incident.
AP Photo

Interstate 70 westbound traffic is stopped near Genesse. west of Denver Sunday after a multi-car collission on
ice-covered roads brought the major Interstate to a halt.

County attorney's
concerns stop hearing Flights canceled, travelers annoyed
for manslaughter case
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Calloway County Attorney
David Harlington stopped the
preliminary hearing for a man
charged with manslaughter
because he was concerned
Calloway District Judge Jeanne
Carroll would not find probable
cause to send the felony charge
on to the grand jury.
Morrison faces seconddegree manslaughter in the Feb.
9 accident on U.S. 641 that led
the death of passenger Sondra
Burnett. Burnett. ,38, died the
next day after being taken to
Vanderbilt Medical Center in

Nashville, Tenn.
Harrington said he believes
he had sufficient evidence to
show Morrison was driving the
vehicle, but he realized during
the hearing that a judicial ruling
may not go his way. There is,
question about a third person in
the vehicle.
"That's the key. A young lady
was killed, but there was another person in the car," Harrington
said about Friday's hearing. "I
felt we had sufficient evidence,
but I didn't like the feeling I was
getting. ... I didn't,want a judi-

By The Associated Press
DENVER (AP) — Travelers slept in
airport corridors, truck drivers were forced
to hunker down at truck stops and Denverarea commuters braced for a snowy morning rush-hour as a spring blizzard pounded
parts of Colorado.
Most airlines had delayed or canceled
flights, including United Airlines, the
biggest carrier at Denver International
Airport, officials said. Flights also were
canceled out of Colorado Springs, and
whiteout conditions shut down highways.
Up to two feet of heavy, wet snow blew
across eastern Colorado on Sunday, cutting power to thousands in the heavily
populated Front Range region. Trees and
shrubs drooped with the weight of the
snow and limbs crashed to the ground
within hours.
There were no immediate reports of

•See Page 2A

injuries or deaths.
howled outside, people waited in slowAlmost a foot of snow fell in Denver moving lines at the terminal's fast-food
and 2 feet in Greenland, about 20 miles eateries.
north of Colorado Springs, the National
A similar storm system in March 2003
Weather Service said. Heavy snow was paralyzed much of the greater Denver area
still coming down early today but was with 3 feet of wet, slushy snow that
expected to taper off later in the day. destroyed trees and damaged homes. This
Classes were canceled for thousands of year's disruption, however, was not as
schoolchildren.
severe for some.
Alister Cleland, of England. was
Five customers huddled at the
among hundreds stuck at Denver's airport. Metropolitan Mudd Coffee Co. in downHis family was trying to get home after town Denver. Though many other busispending a week at the Beaver Creek ski nesses were closed, the two employees
resort near Vail.
there insisted they would maintain regular
"We liked the snow there, but there's hours.
too much here," Cleland said as his 7-year"I'm from Michigan, sweetheart, I need
old twin boys, Rauridh and Euan, passed a lot more snow than this to keep me out."
the time playing video games.
employee Rodd Remmelts said.
Other travelers watched personal DVD
Interstate 70 was expected to remain
players or stretched out on couches and the
floor, using coats for pillows. As the wind •See Page 2A

U.S., Israeli leaders discuss settlement
By NEDRA PICKLER
Associated Press Writer
CRAWFORD,Texas(AP)—
President Bush begins a spring
schedule of hands-on diplomacy
with Middle East leaders, but his
opening session with Israeli
Prime Minister Ariel Sharon is
overshadowed by a renewed dispute over Israel's settlements in
Palestinian territories.
Sharon arrived in nearby
Waco under heavy security and
had dinner with Secretary of
State Condoleezza Rice at his
hotel Sunday night. Police
blocked off surrounding streets.
only allowing people to pass if
they could prove they were also
staying in the area.
"The tension here, the atmosp*re here looks like the eve of
a civil war," Sharon said in an
interview broadcast Monday by
NBC News. "All my life I was
defending life of Jews. Now for
the first time steps I'm taking to
protect me from Jews."
"Yasser Arafat, first was a
military man, anti during his rule
there were no chances whatso-

ever to reach peace," Sharon
added. "As a matter of fact, I
believe at the current time, for
the first time, there is a possibility .to try and solve the problem."
Bush has said he wants an
update on Sharon's progress in
removing Jewish settlements in
Gaza and parts of the West
Bank. Sharon announced those
plans a year ago with support
from Bush. Israel is scheduled to
remove all 21 Gaza Strip settlements and four more in the West
Bank this summer.
The United States has objected to an Israeli plan to add 3,650
homes to the West Bank's
largest settlement, Maaleh
Adumim.The'plan would cut off
Arab
neighborhoods
in
Jerusalem from the rest of the
West Bank.
Israel insists it has the right to
continue expanding these settlements. The United States opposes any further construction
there, saying it threatens peace
with the Palestinians and violates the internationally backed

AP Photo

Israel's Prime Minister Ariel Sharon arrives in the United
States at the TSTC Airport in Waco, Texas, for his meeting with President Bush at his ranch in nearby Crawford
Sunday.
"road map" peace plan that calls
for a settlement freeze.
Bush said Friday he would
raise the issue with Sharon.
"What I say publicly, I say
privately. And that is, the 'road
map' has clear obligations on

settlements and that we expect
the prime minister to adhere to
those road map obligations,"
Bush said.
The president has made the

III See Page 2A

'Hooked on Fishing'
event seeking 44
monetary assistance

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Organizers of the Fourth Annual "Hooked on Fishing, Not on,
Drugs" event in Calloway County say they need about another'',
$3.700 to purchase equipment and supplies for hundreds of.
youngsters expected to get their fishing poles in the water this
year.
Local organizers Brad Steele, Mitch Coy, Dottie Kraemer, anti-:.
Paul Rister of the Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife,.
Resources, met Thursday morning to make plans for the event
now set for 8 a.m. until noon on June 11 at the Ponderosa Farm,
located at 925 Killdeer Trail near Lynn Grove.
The funds are needed to purchase equipment for approximately 300 preschoolers. students and young adults through age 16:,
that are expected to cover the area with bait and tackle in hand for,
the event. About $2,100 is available for supplies so far, but more.
is needed.
"We will use that money to buy T-shirts, fishing poles and
tackle for the first 300 kids that register," Kraemer said.
A five cookout and fishing poles will be provided for the first
300 registered participants with the cookout scheduled around
11:30 a.m.

III See Page 3A
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Three Miami University students killed in blaze PoiiceLog
OXf-ORD. Ohio LAP) — A
fire ripped through a two-story.
brick home filled with 11 people
near the Miami University campus, killing three students, injuring two others and forcing one
person to jump to safety from a
second-story window.
School spokesman Richard
Little said it was the deadliest
fire involving the university
since a student died in an offcampus blaze in 1994. -This is
as severe as anything we've ever
dealt with.- he said.
Ins estigators believe the fire
was accidental and may have
started in a recreation room
dov.iistairs. Police said they
arrived at the house at about
4:30 a.m. Sunday and saw
flames in the first- and second-

found in separate, second-floor
story windows.
"Nobody understood what bedrooms, Fire Chief Len
was happening until we saw the Endress said. Smith was found
huge flames coming from the near the front door. Two resihouse." said Muna Osman, 21, a dents were released after treatMiami student who lives next ments at McCullough-Hyde
door. "It was terrible, just terri- Hospital.
Endress said investigators
ble. The smoke was thick and
white, and it just covered every- believe 11 people were in the
house when the fire started —
thing."
Two students, Julia Turnbull, seven residents and four guests
21, of Milford, Ohio, and — and that a 911 call came from
Kathryn Welling, 21, of someone in the house awakened
Bronxville, N.Y., died of carbon by a smoke detector.
Endress said all four people
monoxide. A cause of death was
not immediately known for on the first floor left the house
Stephen Smith, 22, of Bethesda, safely. Three of the seven people
Md. All three bodies were on the second floor got out
burned beyond recognition, said through a fire escape and one
Butler County Coroner Richard jumped out a window. He stumbled to a hospital emergency
Burkhardt.
Turnbull and Welling were room about 100 yards away

Officials investigating
fire at WKU fraternity
BOWLING GREEN. Ky.
-- Officials are investigatthe cause of a fire at a fraterhouse near Western
f !
Kentucky UniversitY that began

own Crier
NOTICE
• The Murray Board of
Education will meet at 7 p.m,
Thursday at the Carter
Administration Building. The
agenda includes amending
the 2005-06 school year, an
executive session for possible
litigation and an executive
session for personnel.
III To report a Town Crier
item. call 753-1916.

Fletcher rep
here Tuesday
Statf Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Gov. Ernie Fletcher's representatives will be at various
locations throughout the
region this week to address
constituent concerns or questions.
A representative will be at
the Calloway County courthouse from 2 to 3 p.m.
Tuesday.
Representatives also will
be at the Graves County
courthouse from 11 a.m. to
noon Tuesday and the
Marshall County courthouse
from Ito 2 p.m. April 20.

early Sunday morning.
No one was hurt in the blaze.
Firefighters responded to the
fire at the Sigma Alpha Epsilon
on College Street house at 4:06
a.m. CDT.
Eight units were called to the
scene, the Bowling Green Fire
Department said in a statement.
Investigators were at the
scene of the fire Sunday afternoon.
The cause of the fire had not
yet been determined, fire officials said.

•Settlement
From Front

WEATHER

spread of democracy in the
Mideast a goal of his second
term. fie also plans to meet with
Saudi Crown Prince Abdullah at
his Texas rancla on April 25 and
will see Palestinian leader
Mahmoud Abbas when he visits
the United States next month.
Some Crawford businesses
displayed the Israeli flag to welcome Sharon, while a few dozen
protesters waving Palestinian
flags marched around the small

Tonight will
have rain.
I HIGH:
Tuesday will be
mostly cloudy
with highs in the
upper 60s.
LOW: Tuesay night
will be mostly
cloudy with lows
around 50.

i75
58

"A guy jumped out of a second-story window and walked
straight into the hospital, head
down, a nasty cut on his kg,"
said Alli Davis, 18, who had
been sitting on the roof of a
nearby house when the fire started.
The roof of the two-story,
brick house had partially collapsed and all the windows had
been blown out. The house is in
a neighborhood of older homes
surrounded by large trees a few
blocks from campus.
It took firefighters 90 nin'r-1utes to bring the fire under control. "It looked like the house
had wings of flame, almost,"
said Jesse Gerulis, a Miami
sophomore who lives in a nearby housing complex.

Murray Police Department
• A theft was reported at 8:15 a.m. Friday at Murray Auto Spa on
Ky. 121 North.
• David Aze, 33, of Parts, Tenn., was arrested for theft by unlawtui taking less than $300 after a shoplifting cornplaint was
received from Wal-Mart at 3:30 p.m. Friday.
•Sandra Gupton, 42, of Murray, was arrested for possession of a
controlled substance, possession of drug paraphernalia and driving on a suspended license after a traffic stop at 6:11 p.m. Friday
on Diuguid Drive and U.S. 641,
• Someone came into the station to report a theft from a vehicle
at 7:02 p.m. Friday.
•An attempted burglary was reported at 8:27 p.m. Friday at a Fox
Meadows residence.
• An assault was reported at the bowling alley at 11:31 p.m.
Friday.
• Criminal mischief was reported at 9:21 a.m. Saturday at
Chestnut Park.
• An injury accident was reported at 10:17 a.m. Saturday at Ky.
280 and Rockwood Drive.
•An injury accident was reported at 2:51 p.m. Saturday at Ky. 121
North and Hammond Road.
•A theft from a vehicle was reported at 9:18 p.m. Sunday at Cheri
Theater.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

III Case.

III Blizzard ...
From Front
closed overnight between suburban Aurora and the Kansas line.
About 300 truck drivers were
waiting out the storm at the TA
Truck Stop in suburban Wheat
Ridge, said general manager
Richard Lemm.
Electricity was restored to
most customers, according to
Xcel Energy, but about 2,000
were without power Sunday
night. About 11,000 customers
lost power at the peak of the
snowstorm.
Andrea Pietka, 26, found her
car buried in snow on her return
from a weekend ski trip.
Stepping over a flooded down-

town Denver gutter, she used a
large snow scraper to clear off
the car.
A friend tried to help with a
ski pole.
"I've never had to do this
before," said Pietka, who moved
from San Diego about three
months ago.
Madeline Rebol, 16, and her
father, Dave, took shelter after it
took them nearly five hours to
drive 70 miles from Colorado
Springs, where she was supposed to participate in a volleyball tournament that was canceled.
"You could barely see in
front of you," Madeline said.

•• •

town's downtown intersection
Sunday. The Unity Coalition for
Israel also planned a demonstration Monday to tout claims that
Palestinian statehood would be a
reward for terrorism.
The "road map" peace plan
independent
envisions
an
Palestinian state alongside Israel
but has been frozen since its
launch in June 2003 amid violations Iv both sides.
Sharon has said he will not
begin talks on a final peace deal

leader
until
Palestinian
Mahmoud Abbas cracks down
on militant groups and disarms
them. Bush agrees with Israel
that Abbas must do more to rein
in militants.
Sharon wants Palestinian
leaders to guarantee that Israelis
will not come under fire during
settlement evacuation.
On Saturday, Israeli troops
shot and killed three teenagers in
disputed circumstances in the
Gaza Strip, shattering weeks of

cial ruling like that."
Instead, the manslaughter
offense was discharged and
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department deputies are expected to take the case to the grand
jury, which is scheduled to meet
April 15. The grand jury could
decide whether to indict
Morrison. If indicted, the case
would continue in Calloway
Circuit
Court,
where
Commonwealth Attorney Gale
Cook would prosecute the matter.
Harrington said Morrison's
blood alcohol level at the time of
the accident was .174 — more
than twice the legal limit of .08.
Traces of other intoxicating
drugs were found in Morrison's
blood, according to Harrington.
The truck Morrison was driving ran off U.S.641 South about
8:30 p.m. Feb. 9, hit a mailbox
and a culvert, causing the vehicle to be airborne, according to
the original accident report from
the sheriff's departnient.
Both Morrison and Burnett
were thrown through the Windshield of the vehicle. The truck
bed separated from the frame
after hitting a utility pole and
then the vehicle came to a rest
after hitting a tree.
Morrison
remains
in
Calloway County jail on unrelated charges.,
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calm and raising tensions. In
response, Palestinian militants
fired at least 21 mortar rounds at
Jewish settlements there, the
army said.
Sharon, speaking to reporters
as he flew to his meeting with
Bush, said the,mortar fire "is a
flagrant violation of the understandings- reached at the
February truce summit with
Abbas. -And this will be a central issue to be raised in my talks
with President Bush," he said.

From Front
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Mental stability at heart of Anonymous tip leads to arrest of
Akbar trial in officer deaths Marshall man on meth charges

in

By ESTES THOMPSON
Associated Press Writer
FORT BRAGG, N.C. (AP)
— The issue of mental stability
is expected to be at the heart of
the court-martial of Army Sgt.
Hasan Akbar, the first soldier
tried for murdering another soldier in wartime since the
Vietnam era.
The military trial was to open
today, with a jury of 15 officers
and senior sergeants judging
Akbar on charges he launched a
March 2003 grenade attack that
killed two officers at Camp
Pennsylvania, Kuwait, during
the early days of the U.S. invasion of Iraq.
Akbar, 33, is charged with
two counts of first-degree murder and three counts of attempted first-degree murder.
Prosecutors say he stole
grenades from a Humvee and
threw them into a tent where
officers were sleeping, at the
same time opening fire on his
fellow soldiers.
The attack killed Army Capt.
Christopher Seifert, 27, and Air
Force Maj. Gregory Stone, 40,
and injured 14 other soldiers.
Judging Akbar will be nine
officers, with ranks from colonel
to major, and six noncommissioned officers, all senior sergeants who outrank Akbar.
There are 13 men and two
women. Three jurors are black,
like Akbar, while eight are
white, and the other four are of
other racial backgrounds.
Many of the jurors said during questioning last week that
they have large families; many
said they have known someone
with mental health issues.
That could be key in the trial,
as Akbar's lawyers do not plan
to contest his involvement in the
attack. Prosecutors have said
Akbar confessed several times
to the attack, saying he was
afraid U.S. soldiers would harm
fellow
Muslims.
Akbar's
lawyers say they plan a defense
of diminished capacity or insanity.
During pretrial hearings.
Akbar has fallen asleep in court,
apparently as a result of sleep
apnea. And hearings in late
March were delayed after he
fought with a military police

officer who was guarding him.
Akbar faces a possible death
sentence, so nuances of attitude
among the panelists — all of
whom said they could vote for a
death penalty — could be
important as the defense works
to save Akbar's life.
A sergeant who was asked
about imposing the death penalty, said, "You have to show me.
sir, show me all the facts that the
accused did it."
Jurors also were asked
whether they could impose a
lesser sentence of life without
parole or life with the possibility
of parole — and one potential
panelist was removed after he
said he could not consider a lesser punishment than death.
"Life without parole is warranted if all the facts are not
there," said one juror. The Army
is not identifying the jurors and
ground rules for covering the
trial prohibit identifying them in
detail.
During two days of questioning, defense lawyers leaned
toward jurors who said they had
experience with mental health
issues. One officer said his sister
had problems after brain surgery. pthers said they had dealt
with Zoldiers who were sent for
mental health evaluations.
including a top sergeant who
had participated in 12 cases.
"Sometimes, when events
start going down a certain path,
they have no control over events
that follow," said a soldier
whose father was a psychologist
who occasionally let patients
stay at his home if they were
down and out.
Akbar's sleep habits have
been an issue during nearly two
years of pretrial hearings. After
falling asleep in court several
times because of apnea, he was
given a machine designed to
assist with his nighttime breathing.
No jurors said they suffered
from apnea, but some said they
sleep only four to five hours a
night because of work and
stress.
"The Army is stress, sir," said
one juror.
The trial is taking place under
tight security. Visitors to the onpost legal building are scanned

Stall Report
Murray Ledger & Times
HARDIN, Ky. — A Marshall County man has
been arrested and charged with manufacturing
methamphetainines following an anonymous tip
to Kentucky State Police that he and another man
were trying to purchase medications used to produce the drug.
Timothy J. Walters, 38, of Hardin, was arrested Sunday by Trooper Trent Weaver after
Weaver found an active meth lab and ingredients
used in the production of nietharnphetamines in
the trunk of a vehicle during a search.
After obtaining permission from Walters to
search his residence, Weaver reportedly found

Sgt. Hasan Akbar
with metal detectors, bomb dogs
sniff equipment and a driveway
behind the building is blocked to
the normal flow of traffic and
patrolled by a half-dozen armed
military police officers.
Inside the courtroom, Akbar
is under close watch after his
recent scuffle with an MP.
On Friday, the defendant
broke his customary silence to
object to his lawyers' decision to
keep one juror on the panel.
Akbar Complained that the man
had a scowl on his face when he
first came to court.
After a recess to discuss his
concerns, Akbar said he understood why his lawyers had kept
the man on the panel and the
jury remained at 15.
Under military rules, a jury
must have at least 12 members,
but can have more. All votes
must be unanimous. Of the original panel of 20 called
Wednesday, three potential
jurors were eliminated because
they expressed opposition to the
death penalty.
Another was sent home
because he said he could not
consider any punishment less
than death. A fifth was removed
because of his connection to a
1995 sniper attack at Fort Bragg
that killed a friend.
As allowed, Akbar requested
a jury with officers and enlisted
personnel. All jurors must outrank the person on trial, however.

Arts education/ budget discussed today
Murray State University's
college of humanities and fine
arts will be hosting "An Evening
with Phil Shepherd" today at
5:30 p.m., in Room 623 of the
Doyle Fine Arts Building.
Educators and education students are encouraged to attend.
Shepherd will be discussing the
impact of the No Child Left
. Behind Act and how it is affecting the state budget on arts education in Kentucky.
Shepherd has been an arts
and humanities consultant with
the Kentucky Department of
Education for five years. He
holds degrees from three different universities including a master of education degree from the

University of San Francisco, a
master of music education
degree from Morehead State
University, and a bachelor of
music education degree from
Eastern Kentucky University.
As a consultant, Shepherd
coordinates technical assistance
for the art, music, dance. dram
and humanities programs of
public schools across Kentucky.
He also trains teachers and
administrators in curriculum
development,
instructional
strategies, program development
and research applications.
Shepherd is very involved in
professional and community
activities and holds active memberships in several academic

associations including the
Kentucky Music Educators
Association, the Kentucky Art
Educators Association, Phi Mu
Alpha Sinfonia professional fraternity and Phi Delta Kappa professional fraternity.
His topics will include core
ntent revision, teaching tools,
toolkits, and the seven steps
to excellence. He will also discuss the Kentucky Department
of Education Initiatives impacting the areas of arts and humanities.
Shepherd will be available
for questions at a light reception
following the presentation.
Everyone is welcome and
admission is free.

caK

•'Hooked ...
From Front
Organizers invite everyone to
the event that drew around 350
participants last year; however
participants are reminded that
they cannot keep the fish that
they catch and preregistration
for both the fishing event and
the cookout is required.
Rods and reels will be available, but participants may bring
their own. Families that plan to
attend may also want to bring
along a lawn chair or a blanket
for comfort.
Registration for the event can
be made at the Calloway County
Family Resource Center at East
Elementary, Calloway County
Youth Services Center. the 4-H
Extension Office at 310 S.
Fourth Street, the MurrayCalloway County Park Office or
Wal-Mart, one of the chief spon-

sors of the program.
Since only those under 16
years of age can participate, a
fishing license is not required.
Children must be accompanied
by a parent or adult guardian.
Sponsors of the event also
includes Calloway County
ASAP program, Kentucky Fish
and Wildlife, Big Brothers Big
Sisters, Calloway County 4-H,

and family resource centers at in
both the Murray and Calloway
County school systems.
Those wanting to give to the
cause or wanting to pre-register
children are asked to call the
Murray-Calloway County Parks
Office at 762-0325 or the
Calloway
County
Family
Resource Center at 762-7333.
All donations are tax deductible.

Calloway forum tonight to
address district's buildings
By JOHN WRIGHT
Stan Writer
Compared to other issues of
the last few months, tonight's
scheduled open forum at the
Calloway County Schools central office probably will not produce nearly as much noise.
Still,
as
Assistant
Superintendent
Randy
McCallon explained. the 7 p.m.
forum, along with the regularly
scheduled meeting of the district's facilities planning committee that follows at around
7:30 p.m., does present citizens
a chance to discuss anything
they have seen with buildings
that may warrant the committee's.attention. And, if nothing
else, he said it also provides a
chance to learn about . such
issues.
"Absolutely...even these regular meetings are open to the
public. We absolutely welcome
people to come if they choose,"
said McCallon, defining the purpose of the committee. "This
committee is put together every
five years in order to address the
.greatest priorities when it comes
to the places that house our students and teachers, and what this
allows is for us to put together a
comprehensive facilities plan
(which is ordered by the state).
"In fact, the committee in
place now have a plan that was
adopted by the previous committee and what usually happens
is those people look at the previous plan, see what has been
addressed and, if those priorities
haven't been addressed yet. then
they can be moved up the ladder
for this next plan," he added.
The 2005 plan will be formally presented to Calloway's
board of education as a consent
agenda item for Thursday's regular monthly meeting. That will
also be held at the central office.
More than likely, nothing
resembling the major renovation
of the Calloway County High
School campus that was completed in the past year will be
included. In fact, McCallon said
hinted that most of the items that
will be covered in the plan to be
submitted to the board will

cover adjustments that will not
be very noticeable.
"You're talking about things
like ceilings and roofs, fire
alarms and emergency lighting,"
he said. "Really, there's not a lot
of lace. We may look at reconfiguring some classrooms at
some places. The one thing people might really notice would be
the inclusion of new storage
buildings at some of the schools.
"We feel like now and in the

future, we're going to be in pretty good shape as far as needing
anything too dramatic. We had
an architect and an engineer
both go through each of our
schools, examining those buildings, and they present what the)
find to the planning committee."
McCallon also said that the
planning committee's findings
also help determine how much
money could be required to fund
the projects it advocates.

BACHELOR :2

JASON
PITTMAN
Age: 24
Favorite Color. Blue
Occupation: House Manager Lose:,
Auditorium, City Councilman
Interests: Politics, boating,
outdoor activities

PLACE YOUR BID
MURRAY
Bachelor Auction
April 22, 2005
Jason isjust one often bachek
,
rs to be auctioned'
Each inclii&s a _fantastic date yackage.
Coctai(stc:oo _p.m. * Dinner 6:30y.m.
suction tolofrow
sth Street on the Court Ifouse Lawn
Med- catered Ini the Buff Pen
Dinner 8r' Auction
Adults .$20 Stucknts Sic)

Auction Oniy
Mutts no Students $5

Sponsored Py:
•

Swift
Roofing
Purchase tickets at the Murray Main Street office in downtown,
Regions Bank building or The Student Government Office at MSU
For Information Call: 759-9474

Thorou tihrewed
• Iced Latte & Mocha
• Hot Chocolate
• Caramel Macchiato
• Tazo Chai
• White Chocolate Mocha
• Cappuccino
Enjoy your coffee with a selection from our pastries:
Assorted Bars, Muffins, Danish, Cinnamon Rolls & Cookies

Your Party Headquarters!
• Invitations • Tableware (over 15 solids)
• Party Favors• Pinatas • Cards & Gift Wrap
• Pokernon • Bob The Builder • Bratz • Cowboy
• Ladybugs • Over-the-Hill • Wiggles
• Princess • 1st Birthday • Fire Engine & More!
Over 100 Character-Therned

Instal is Hart Rs:ileitis! College • 762-5333 • Simmer Hri: Mos.-Fri. 7:30 am.-4:00 p.m.
Regular Iirs: $...-Fri. 7 ..m.-11 p.m. • Sat. & Sue. 10 a.m.-I0 p.m.

& Latex Balloons..

OPEN TO THE

exxick. ...taxa/
715 8 S. 12th St. •(Across from Food Giant)
762-0450 • Maria Thomas, Owner

more ingredients used to manufacture methamphetamines.
In addition to a charge of manufacturing
methamphetamine. Walters was also charged
With possession of anhydrous ammonia in an
improper container, tampering with anhydrous
ammonia with the intent to produce rriethkunphetarnine, unlawful possession of precursors
with intent to manufacture methamptietamine,
and first-degree possession of a controlled substance. All the charges were enhanced by possession of a firearm.
Walters was lodged in Marshal County Jail.
More arrests are pending following an investigation by the Kentucky State Police.
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Center finds
quality of life
improving,
still lagging
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
The quality of life in Kentucky
was better in 2001 than it was
in 1990, yet remains well
behind most of the rest of the
nation.
At least that's the conclusion drawn from an index created by the Kentucky LongTerm Policy Research Center
to compare Kentucky to itself
and the other states.
There are a host of surveys
that compare the states on a
variety of individual topics,
from crime rates to educational
attainment and poverty to environmental quality. The center
combined results from 26 areas
to create its own index.
Created by the General
Assembly in 1992, the center
acts as something of a think
tank for the legislative branch.
"To bring a broader context to
the decision-making process,"
as it says in the center's
description of its mission.
Each week, it seems, another study is released that looks
at individual topics. "What we .
were trying to do is say,
'Where does Kentucky stand
overall?" said Michael
Childress, executive director of
the center.
Near the back of the line,
was the answer.
In 1990, Kentucky ranked
46th among the 50 suites.
Eleven years later, it had risen
to 40th.
The topics were grouped
into five broad categories —
communities, education, economy, environment and government. The individual topics
covered some obvious items
and some not so obvious.
Home ownership rates, teen
birth rates, smoking and charitable contributions were among
the topics considered in community ratings. High school
and college attainment along
with ACT scores and 8th grade
math results comprised the
education segment..
Per capita income, poverty
levels, patents, Internet access
and business creations were
among the topics that made up
the section on the economy.
Air and water quality and

toxic releases were considered
in the environment segment.
Voter participation rates, the
number of residents served per
100 state and local government
employees and the number of
women in the state legislature
were the three items that went
into the government section.
Childress said the topic of
women in the General
Assembly was chosen to try to
reflect the level of diversity
and inclusiveness.
Coincidentally, that is a figure
where Kentucky consistently
ranks among the lowest in the
nation.
The baseline year of 1990
was picked because data were
easily available and it was a
watershed time with the passage of the Education Reform
Act.
While individual items
within the five groups were
weighted differently, each of
the five groups was given
equal consideration in the
overall index.
The index is contained within the center's "Visioning
Kentucky's Future: Measures
and Milestones 2004" publication.
Childress said the center is
working on a revision of the
index that will add five or six
new topics to broaden the
scope of the examination,
including obesity, the arts,
worker productivity and transportation infrastructure.
"These things need to be
included and we'll see what
difference it makes," Childress
said.
Some things don't change.
The underlying message, as
it has been tpr so many years
and in so many studies, is that
the state's historically woeful
education is the determining
factor in whether Kentucky
moves forward or stays stagnant while the rest of the
nation and the world rush
onward.
"Education really is the tap
root." Childress said.
Mark R. Chellgren is the
Frankfort. Ky., correspondent
for The Associated Press.

U.S. weak in stopping illega a len
The
Department
of Homeland
Security
conducted a
simulated
terrorism
drill this
week in
Connecticut
and New
Cal's
Jersey to
Thoughts assess
the
By Cal Thomas speed and
Syndicated
effectiveness
Columnist
of law
enforcement
and emergency medical personnel.
Rep. Chris Cox, California
Republican and chairman of the
House Homeland.Security
Committee, said.a major reason
for the drill was to find our
"weak spots."
What does it say about our
anti-terrorist efforts if we are
now preparing for disasters in
Connecticut and New Jersey
instead of directing substantial
efforts on our weakest spot: the
borders?
The Bush Administration's
weakest spot is its refusal to
stop illegal aliens(not "undocumented workers" in the politically correct lingo that seeks to
pull the wool over our eyes)
from invading our nation.
Numerous officials have said
that another terrorist attack is
not a matter of if, but when.
Among those working for low
wages in fields, restaurant
kitchens and other venues are

radical Islamic terrorists whose
sole purpose is to kill
Americans and weaken our
economy. They have said so
and continue to say so in their
schools and mosques on
American soil and in similar
venues around the world.
In the face of this, we get
nothing but meaningless
mumbo jumbo from defenders
of illegal immigration, who ask
us to look at how much these
lawbreakers are contributing to
Social Security.
Last weekend, a group of citizens concerned about our
porous borders gathered along
the Arizona-Mexico border to
assist the understaffed Border
Patrol in locating illegal aliens.
The Minuteman Project says
118 were caught because of
their efforts.
Instead of praising this
peaceful assembly, President
Bush has called them "vigilantes." They are no such thing.
They are citizens of this country
who want to preserve what they
have come to love about
America. They believe open
borders are destructive and illegal immigration is a threat to
the security and character of the
nation.
Illegal immigration is also
costing taxpayers a lot of
money. According to the Center
for Immigration Studies, welfare payments, including food
stamps, paid to illegal immigrants in Arizona cost
$4,698,000,just in 2001.
Sen. Jon Kyle, Arizona

ND SCA AFTER A
.THREE DECADE
AFFAIR, CHARLES AND
CAMILI.A FINAUY GET
10 EoeSMENCE THE
JOYS OF NtATRIMON\G
LIKE MOST OF THE
REST OF 11-IE yioRa2.

passers have shifted their presRepublican, asked the Arizona
ence to less protected border
Hospital and Healthcare
areas.
Association how much illegal
The Departments of State
aliens cog state taxpayers. The
and Homeland Security
answer he received was $31
announced Tuesday that
million in just one year.
American'citizens will be
Lawbreakers get free medical
care, which taxpayers subsidize, required to show a passport
when re-entering the U.S. from
placing a further burden on our
Canada, Mexico, Panama,
health care system.
The Federation for American Bermuda and the Caribbean by
2008. Whatever benefits might
Immigration Reform examined
from this new effort —
come
the
cost
impact
data related to
of illegal aliens in California. It - and the ridiculous body searches of frequent flyers like me
concluded that state taxpayers
and little old ladies in wheelare paying $10.5 billion per
chairs
at our airports — shouldyear for education, medical care
least
as much attention be
n't
at
and incarceration.
paid to the flood of illegal
Responding to the position
aliens pouring into this country?
that illegal aliens who work
Some politicians think the
help subsidize the overburdened
illegals will end up voting for
Social Security system, FAIR
them after they receive amnesty.
says even if their contributions
But this is a fool's bargain,
are subtracted from what they
especially if perpetrators of the
cost taxpayers, net outlays still
next terrorist attack are found to
amount to $9 billion per year.
have arrived by way of Mexico
That breaks down to approxior Canada.
mately $1,183 per California
Multiply those fake "terrorist" attacks in New Jersey and
household headed by a nativeConnecticut and consider what
born Citizen. Is it fair that lawthe real thing would look like.
abiding American citizens subThen, ask yourself how our
sidize law-breaking illegal
government will ever justify to
immigrants?
the dead and injured why it was
The Minuteman Project is
not more vigilant when it counttemporary. Though U.S. and
ed.
Mexican authorities estimate
the volunteers have reduced the
Cal Thomas hosts "After
flow of illegal immigrants by
Hours" on Fox News Channel
half, the citizen groups are
Saturdays at 10 p.m. Direct all •
expected to be gone next month mailfor Cal Thomas to Tribune
Media Services, 2225 Kerunore
and the areas where they have
Ave., Suite 114, Buffalo, N.Y.,
been patrolling will likely
return to a virtual superhighway 14207. Readers may also leave
e-mail at www.ealthomas.com.
for lawbreakers. Meanwhile,
02005 TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES. RIC.
smugglers and individual tres-
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FRA
ORT, Ky. — It is inevitable
that the way public school teachers in
Kentucky are paid will change to reflect,
in some measure, a teacher's classroom
performance.
It could be based, at least in part, on
students' test scores.
It could also reflect a shortage of qualified teachers in a given subject like science or foreign languages.
It also could involve a teacher's willingness to work for and achieve a national
certification or to teach in remote areas of
the state or in troubled inner city neighborhoods.
In all likelihood a new teacher pay system will involve all of the above to some
degree.
But there will be changes, and rather
than fighting those inevitable changes,
teachers and the Kentucky Education
Association should join the growing movement toward some form of performancebased pay.
For generations, teacher compensation
has been based almost exclusively on two
main factors — degrees obtained and
,length of service. A teacher with a master's degree could anticipate regular pay
raises based on that degree and years of
experience in the classroom. It didn't matter if one teacher with 20 years experience
was mediocre and another teacher down
the hallway with 20 years experience was
excellent, they both made the same
amount of money.
But these days, everyone from
Education Secretary VP•ginia Fox and
Education Commissioner Gene Wilhoite to
the head of the Prichard Committee for

Academic excellence,
Bob Sexton, agrees that
change is coming.
"What we now
reward teachers for is
insufficient," Wilhoite
said last week.
Sexton said, "It's not
just a matter of paying
all teachers more. It's a
Agree Or matter of paying
smarter."
Not
The Prichard
By Todd Duvall
Committee has proSyndicated
posed basing teacher
Columnist
compensation on
improvement among
students.
Critics of performance-based pay for
teachers argue that assessing a teacher's
abilities solely on test scores is too subjective and influenced by many factors such
as the wealth of the school or school district and the type of class being taught.
There is truth to all of that, which
makes it difficult to lay down a set of hard
rules for performance pay that is fair for
everyone.
But the only way teachers as a group
will buy into a change in the way they are
compensated is first for the General
Assembly to bring their base salary up at
least to the average of states surrounding
Kentucky. That achieves two quick results:
It is less attractive for top notch teachers
to move to higher-paying states like Ohio,
and it represents a fair basis to then build
performance pay on top,
Special education teachers — surely
the most difficult and challenging class-

room job in any school — deserve to be
paid more for the work they perform. The
same is true of talented science and math
teachers who can walk out of any school
and double their pay in private business
and industry.
Teachers who go to the trouble and time
to receive national certification in their
subjects ought to be rewarded with higher
pay or at least the expense of obtaining
that certification. And if that certification
translates into improved performance by
students, that too is deserving of extra
compensation.
- Actually, until last year, Kentucky had a
kind of performance pay system since the
1990 Kentucky Education Reform Act
became law. And it was based on student
test scores.
Under KERA, schools that successfully
advanced their students from one year to
the next under state testing were rewarded
with extra money set aside by the General
Assembly for just that purpose. Teachers
in those successful schools could do whatever they wanted with the reward money.
Most divided it among all school personnel, but it was fundamentally a perform-ance-based system.
As part of the effort to balance the
budget, the General Assembly hasn't funded the rewards for the last two years even
though schools still are expected to make
progress from one testing period to another.
Far better and far more effective would
be a system that pays all teachers a fair
and competitive salary and then gives
those who excel a boost in pay that recognizes that extra effort in the classroom.
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Obituaries
Mrs. Ruby May Collins
1r Ruh May Collins, 91, Murray, died Sunday, April
10,
2005, at Salem Village Nursing Home, Joliet,
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Gerald Ray Lumley
Gerald Ray Lumley, 60, George McClain Drive, Benton, died
Friday, April 8. 2005, at 1:40 p.m. at Marshall County Hospital,
Benton.
He was disabled. He was the son of the late Merit Ray Lumley
and Clorise Sanders Lumley.
Mr. Lumley attended Calloway County High School, Murray
State University and Harris School of the Arts, Nashville, Tenn.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Geraldine Dunn Lumley; one
brother, Craig Sanders, Atlanta, Ga.; and one sister.
Collier Funeral Home of Benton was in charge of arrangements.
but no services or visitation were scheduled.

Mrs. Polly Feagin Carter
Mrs. Polly Feagin Carter, 46, Mayfield, died Saturday, April 9,
2005, at 10:32 a.m. on Sholar Road.
She was of Baptist faith. Her father, Basil M. Feagin, and one
brother, Dewayne Louis Feagin, both preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband, Norman Carter; her mother, Mrs.
Jeanette Feagin Haworth, one son, Thomas (Mitchell) Carter, one
stepson, Gavin (Big John) Carter, all of Mayfield; five sisters, Mrs.
Belba Thompson and Mrs. Emma Carr, both of Hickory, Mrs. Janet
Hendley, Riverview, Fla., Mrs. Rita Melton, Mayfield, and Mrs.
Betty (Boo) Thompson, Cunningham; five brothers, James Feagin,
Eddie Feagin, Donald (Duck)Feagin and "Parts Johnny" Feagin, all
of Mayfield, and Joe Feagin, Hickory; two stepgrandchildren; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Jerry Rollins and the Rev. Jimmy
Madding will officiate. Burial will follow in the Trinity Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today
(Monday).

David Lane
The funeral for David Lane will be today (Monday) at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of lines-Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Mark
Dillon will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Danny Ray Brandon. Tommy Blair, Tommy
Elkins, Roy Donelson, Jim Donelson and Mark Russell, active,
Ricky Litchfied, Wesley Russell and Adam Nance, honorary. Burial
will follow in the Wofford Cemetery in Stewart County, Tenn.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mr. Lane, 53, Rowlett Trail, Murray, died Friday, April 8, 2005,
at 7:35 a.m. at his home.
Born June 1, 1951, in Stewart County, Tenn., he was the son of
the late Griffin Lane and Willie Lovell Lane.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Elizabeth Lane; one daughter,
Ms. Sherry Lane, Murray; one stepson, Matthew Boyd, Cadiz; three
sisters, Mrs. Margaret Downs and husband, Bruce, Murray, Mrs.
Bonita Ahart and husband, Frank, Hardin, and Mrs. Judy Parker,
Ullin, Ill.; two brothers, Ronnie Lane and wife,.Lois, Murray, and
Charles Lane and wife, Lottie. Metropolis, Ill.

Larry A. Stubblefield
The funeral for Larry A. Stubblefield was Sunday at 4 p.m. in the
chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Bill Miller
and the Rev. Heyward Roberts officiated.
Pallbearers were Andy Jackson, Bret Jackson, Matthew Vance,

Robert Bradley, Calvin Jarrett and Larry Ragsdale. Burial was in the
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Heart
Association, do Pat Latimer, P.O. Box 1080, Murray, Ky., 42071.
Mr. Stubblefield, 58, Pottertown Road, Murray, died Friday,
April 8, 2005, at 1 a.m. at his home.
Now self-employed, he was a former employee of the Murray
Division of the Tappan Company. He was a member of Flint Baptist
Church.
Born Nov. 27, 1946, he was the son of the late Loudon
Stubblefield and Verna Mae Boren Stubblefield.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Dortha Jackson Stubblefield;
one brother. Neil Stubblefield and wife, Julie, Murray; brother-inlaw, David Jackson and wife, Donna, Wingo; one niece, Terra
Vance, Murray; three nephews, Brett Jackson, Wingo, and Andy
Jackson and Matthew Vance, both of Murray.

Betty High, both preceded her in death. Born Feb. 17, 1918,she was
the daughter of the late Herbert Smith and Mae VanDusen Smith.
Survivors include three sons, Gary Haverstock and wife, Nancy,'
and Van Haverstock and wife, Gaye, all of Murray, and Ronald
Haverstock and wife, Sally. Cannel, Ind.; one sister, Mrs. Sally
Sale, Baton Rquge, La.; 10 grandchildren.

Mrs. Wanda M. Dixon

A graveside service for Mrs. Wanda M. Dixon was Sunday at 1
p.m. at the Murray City Cemetery. Eugene Jones officiated.
Pallbearers were Darrell Dixon, Jay Dixon, Donnie Dixon. Doug
Dixon, Scott McAllister and Kyle McAllister.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Dixon, 72, Swallow Lane, Murray, died Thursday. April 7.
2005, at 12:10 a.m. at her bottle. Her death followed an extended illness.
A homemaker she was of Methodist faith. Born April 16, 1932,
Mrs. Beurdean M. Wrather
in Warren County, she was the daughter of the late Hubert Miller and
The funeral for Mrs. Beurdean M. Wrather was Saturday at 4 Bessie Miller Miller.
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev.
Survivors include her husband, Kell Dixon, to whom she was
Kendrick Lewis and the Rev. David Stewart officiated. Music was married Oct. 8,1948, in Bowling Green;
one daughter. Mrs. Lisa
by singers from Coles Camp Ground United Methodist Church.
McAllister and husband. Scott, and one son, Dave Dixon and wife,
Pallbearers were L.D. Fairis, Thomas Lamb, James Carrot, Sue, all of Murray; two sisters, Mrs. Evelyn
Jenkins and husband,
William B. Miller, Louie Westerman and Cecil Lovett. Burial was in Carlton, Bowling Green, and Mrs.
Joan Ziolkowski, Clarksville,
the Coles Camp Ground Cemetery.
Term.; five grandchildren, Darrell Dixon and wife, Holly,
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Coles Camp Ground_ Tompkinsville. and Jay Dixon, Donnie Dixon,
Kyle McAllister and
United Methodist Church, 1708 Magnolia Dr., Murray, Ky., 42071. Hannah McAllister, all of Murray; three great-grandch
ildren, Grant.
Mrs. Wrather,93, Hickory Woods Retirement Center, formerly of Avery and Claire Dixon.
Alm. died Thursday, April 7, 2005, at 3:25 a.m. at the center.
A retired teacher, she taught for 40 years with the Van Cleave, Mrs.
Elizabeth Ruth Mosier
Dexter and Almo grade schools. She received her bachelor of sciNo services or visitation were scheduled for Mrs. Elizabeth Ruth
ence in education from Murray State UniVersity. A member of Coles Mosier. Collier
Funeral Home, Benton, was in charge of arrange- •
Camp Ground United Methodist Church, she formerly taught the
ments.
Adult Sunday School Class for 70 years. A Kentucky Colonel, she
Mrs. Mosier, 83, Palasades Lane, Hardin, died Thursday, April 7,
was a 50-year member of Murray Star Chapter No.433 of the Order 2005,
at 10:10 p.m. at West View Nursing Home. Murray.
of the Eastern Star and also served as past deputy of District 22 of
A homemaker, she was the daughter of the late Charles De
the OES.
LaHaye and Harriet Stief De LaHaye.
Her husband, Charles Raymon Wrather, died April 19, 1981.
Survivors include her husband, Sheldon Mosier; one daughter,
Born April 6, 1912, in Calloway County. she was the daughter of the Mrs.
Ellen Waterman, Stafford, Va.; one son, Paul Mosier, Benton;
late Jacob Levi Mahan and Ethel Griffin Mahan. One sister, Grace one
brother. Charles De LaHaye, St. Louis, Mo.; four grandchildren,
Duke, and her stepmother, Kate Daniel Mahan, also preceded her in Jon
Waterman, Atlanta, Ga., Kyle Lee Slaven, Harrisonburg. Va.,
death.
and Paul Mosier and Andrea Mosier, both of Benton; two greatSurvivors include two sisters, Mrs. Emma Nell Steele, Paducah, grandchildren
.
and Mrs. Rhoda Sue Pocock. Murray; one niece. Jane Warrlow,
Dresden, Tenn.; one nephew, Bob Steele, Paducah; several greatMrs. Robbie Blalock Taylor
nieces, great-nephews. great-great-nieces and great-great-nephews.
The funeral for Mrs. Robbie Blalock Taylor was Sunday at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield.
Mrs. Nancy I. Haverstock
Pallbearers were Brad Taylor, Michael Taylor, Richie Floyd,
The funeral for Mrs. Nancy J. Harverstock was Sunday at 2:30 Brad Tedder,
Nick Buckingham and Paul Maxwell. Burial was in the
p.m. in the chapel of Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home. The Mayfield Memory
Gardens.
Rev. Richard Smith officiated.
Mrs. Taylor, 97, Mayfield, died Thursday, April 7, 2005. at 7:45
Pallbearers were Bill Whitaker, E.W. Dennison, Sean p.m. at Mills Manor
Nursing Home, Mayfield.
Haverstock‘Ryan Haverstock, Kevin Haverstock, Mark Haverstock
A retired employee of Merit Clothing Company, she was of
and Calvin Unruh.
Baptist faith.
A private graveside service was at the Murray City Cemetery.
One daughter, Bobbie Louise Miller, four sisters and two brothExpressions of sympathy may be made to First United Methodist ers all preceded her in death.
She was the daughter of the late Robert
Church, Murray.
Ethridge and Nancy Lavinia Babb Blalock.
Mrs. Haverstock, 87, Murray, died Tuesday. April 6, 2005, at
Survivors include one son, Bill Taylor and wife, Patricia,
6:50 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Huntsville, Ala.; five grandchildren, Vicki Hinchey, Mayfield, Alisa
She was a member of First United Methodist Church, Murray Miller Maxwell and husband,
Paul, Dallas, Texas, Kathi Miller
Magazine Club, and of the Creative Arts and Zeta Departments of Brundige and husband, Jeff,
Latham, Tenn., Brad Taylor and wife,
the Murray Woman's Club.
Cindy, Evansville, Ind., and Beth Taylor Solomon and husband,
Her husband, E.J. Haverstock, former vice president and general Kenny, Calvert City; nine great-grandch
ildren: five great-greatmanager of Murray Division of Tappan Company, and one sister, grandchildren.

India, China agree to form 'strategic partnership'.
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By NIRMALA GEORGE
Associated Press Writer
NEW DELHI ( AP) — India
and China, the world's two most
populous countries, agreed
today to create a "strategic partnership" in an effort to end their
longstanding border dispute and
boost trade and economic cooperation.
The agreement signaled a
significant shift in relationsbetween the two Asian giants
after decades of mutual distrust
and suspicion.
"India and China can together reshape the world order,"
Indian
Prime
Minister
Marunohan Singh said after a
welcome ceremony for his
Chinese counterpart, Premier
Wen Jiabao. at India's presidential palace.
Together the two nations
account for one-third the
world's population.
The statement announcing
the partnership was signed by
both premiers and said the
agreement would promote
diplomatic relations, economic
ties and contribute to the two
nations "jointly addressing global challenges and threats."
India-China relations have
"acquired a global and strategic
character," it said.
"The leaders of the two countries have therefore agreed to
establish an India-China strate-

AP Photo
Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao, left, and India Prime
Minister Manmohan Singh shake hands during their talks
In New Delhi, India today. Indian and Chinese leaders
Monday agreed to a strategic partnership between the
two emerging Asian giants, sealing it with accords aimed
at ending a long-standing border dispute and boosting
bilateral trade and economic cooperation.
gic and cooperative partnership tion, science and technology.
for peace and prosperity," the tourism and cultural exchanges.
statement said.
"This is an important visit.
The two countries also signed We are working to promote
a raft of agreements for cooperation in such diverse areas as
civil aviation, finance, educa-
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STOCK MARKET REPORT
Dow Jones Ind. As g...10 446.79 • 14.55
Air Products
..6278+ 0.14
AT&T .---__
......-19.21 - 0.02
BB&T ......
+ 0.02
Bell
+ 0.09
Briggs & Stratton
- 0.21
Bristol Nters Squibb ......25.20 - 0.07
Caterpillar
91,04 + 0.35
Cberon Texaco Corp.--56.85 + 0.16
Daimler Chi-)der...---—42.00 - 0.13
........,.., 35.42 - 0.10
Dean
- 0.45
......_.10.31 • 0.72
Ford Motor
General Electric —35.79 + 0.05
General Motors ...........--28.86 • 0.64
GlaxoSmithKline AD1--46.95 #0.92
Goodrich........----.-38.65 - 0.21
12.87 + 0.07
Good,ear
HopFed Bank' —.......16.62 B 16.99 A

IBM
Intel..,.......

friendly ties of cooperation
between our two countries,"
Wen told reporters earlier
Monday.
The two countries outlined a
set of broad parameters to
demarcate their disputed boundary through a "fair, reasonable
and mutually acceptable solution, through equal and friendly
consultations," the joint statement said.
India and China share a
mountainous, 2.500-mile border, parts of which are not
demarcated. The two sides went
to war over the disagreement in
1962.
Meanwhile, both sides have
in recent years forged closer
economic ties, hoping improved
trade relations will also help
expedite the resolution of political differences.
On Monday, the two leaders
agreed to boost bilateral trade to
$20 billion by 2008. Last year,
trade totaled $13.6 billion, with
India recording a trade surplus
of $1.75 billion, according to
India's trade ministry.
China is keen to develop a
free trade area between the two
countries. Their combined population is 2 billion, which would
make it the largest free trade
area in the world. During their
talks, Wen and Singh agreed to

Is It Buggin' You That You
Don't Have A New Car?

prices as of 9 a.m.
..86.76-&$4

0.18
Mattel
.2027+
McDonalds ..—.-----30.10•0.34
Merck.--------.-33.51 +L1&
Microsoft -----.-24.95 + 0.01
IC.Penney -----.-....48.78 + 030
Pepsico, Inc.;3.18 + tat
Regions Financial .......32.43 -0.13
Schering-Plough ---19.40 + 0.07
Sears Holding Corp ......143.60 + 1.53
Time %%artier ------17.98 +0.01
US Bancorp .....—........2&33 - 0.05
+0.19
WellPoInt Inc-_---....127,78 + 0.28
Wal-Mart ....................4&55 - 0.02

2004 Volkswagon Beetle Convertible
Turbo, Red With Black Top, Black Leather, 17" Wheels
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set up a panel of experts to study
Wen was expected to bring
the feasibility and benefits that up the issue of Tibet and the role
would accrue from establishing of the Tibetan spiritual leader.
such a trade area.
tbe Dalai Lama, who lives in
On Sunday, Wen visited the exile in India, but it was not
southern city of Bangalore. immediately clear if it was disIndia's technology hub, and said cussed.
the two nations should put aside
India allowed the Dalai Lama
their rivalry and instead pool to set up a government in exile
their resources.
in the northern Himalayan town
He said India and China can of Dharmsala after he fled Tibet
together lead the world in infor- in 1959 following an aborted
mation technology, heralding a uprising against Chinese rule in
new "Asian century."
the territory.
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Digital Hearing Help!
Our New 100% Digital Technology
Is Helping People Hear Better!
Now the power of computers
can work to help you hear
better. Our new 100% digital
processor analyzes and then
focuses on the sound that you
want to hear.

Otter'
Saving yoi.
hundreds oft
•u

*Clearer more natural sound
*Reduced background noise
*Automatic operation
'Improved telephone
reception
*Smaller site - practicall
invisible

Let us prove how good digital hearing can he.
Contact the professionals at Stone-Lang and schedule
your hearing evaluations rODAY!

CALL TODAY TOLL FREE 1400-949-5728

STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING REHABILITATION
210 South 12th St.. Murray
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COMMUNITY
Gentry House board
will meet Wednesday

Wedding

BirthAnnouncements
London
Michele Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Shane Allen
Smith of Murray are the parents of a daughter, London
Michele Smith, born on
Wednesday, March 23, 2005,
at 6:01 p.m.
The baby weighed 7 pounds
I ounce and measured 19 inches. The mother is the former
Krysta Emstberger.
Grandparents are Mike and
Debbie Emstberger of Murray,
and Glenn and Diana Smith
and Dan and Susan Garpow,
all of Rochester, Ind.

lo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Tabitha Mae Hightower
Mr. and Mrs. David V. Hightower of Benton are the parents of a daughter, Tabitha Mae Hightower, born on Wednesday, March 30, 2005, at 7:37 p.af. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 8 pounds 10 ounces and measured 21
inches. The mother is the former Patience Timpe.
Grandparents are David E. and Verna Hightower of Murray
and Pamela and Jim Felkey of Benton.

MHS taking SBDM nominations
Murray High School will accept nominations for the Sitebased Decision Making Council from today through Friday
from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. Persons interested should leave a letter to the MHS office stating their intent to run along with
their name, phone and address to the school office during the
above times. Two positions will be filled. The election will
be held from April 25 to 29 from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Jacylin Baylee Shelton

Ladies of the Oaks
Ladies of the Oaks Country Club will have their regularly
scheduled Bridge play on Wednesday.
Play will start at 9:15 a.m. at the club house with Lou Ann
Philpot, phone 753-6843, as hostess. If you have not signed
up, call Philoom
Winners of Bridge play on April 6 were Maxa Reed, first,
and Jo Anne Auer, second. Sue Veazey served as hostess.

OR RNs FOR SAINT JOSEPH EAST
Join the OR team at the fastest growing hospital in
Lexington. A variety of full time shifts are available,
including M-F 2-10:30 with no weekends.
OR experience preferred.
Call Tony a Brock at 859)967-5755 or e-mail her at
broctei@sje.sjblex.org. For thore'dpportUnities visit our
website at saintjosephhealthcare.org/employment.
SaintJoseph East
x••

.• I ••••••••••••••• •

Mr. and Mrs. Duncan
James and Sandra Williams of Mayfield and Charles and
Doris Duncan of Dexter announce the wedding of their children, Melanie Lee Williams and Charles Christopher Duncan.
The couple was married Saturday, April 2, 2005, in a private ceremony on Kentucky Lake in Aurora. Pastor Michael
Rule of Graves County officiated.
Kayla Duncan of Murray was the maid of honor for the
bride.
Tim Coates of Murray was best man for the groom.
The couple is now residing in Murray.

MCCH cardiac group
to offer estate seminar
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital Cardiac Rehabilitation program offers a Cardiac Rehab Support Group for
patients, families, and friends
Min-timid'lien...affected 'By 4
heart problem. hi April. thei

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU APRIL 14
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 P.M.
ON SAT & SUN. ONLY

Fever Pitch
PG13 - 7:25 - 9:40

Sin City
R - 6:55 9:30

Moms are very special people and they deserve the best.
Place your order now to assure delivery for Mother's Day.
We make each order special. Order by April 27.

Lee Jewelry Artisans
Where your tdeas turn to gold
University Square • 305-D North 12th • Murray, KY 42071
f270) 759-1141
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Sahara
PG13 - 7:10 - 9:45

Guess Who
PG13 - 7:05 - 9:25

The Ring 2
PG13 - 9:50
Beauty Shop
PG13 - 7:35
Miss Congeniality 2
PG13 - 7:15 - 9:35

Cardiac Rehab Support Group
will offer an Estate Planning
Seminar.
The Cardiac Rehab Support
Group will meet on Wednesday from 3 p.m. in the Center for Health & Wellness classrooM. Chip Adams, attorney
at Overby and AdamS, will
present on estate planning
including wills and retirement
plans. Patients, past and present, along with their families
and friends are invited to attend.
For more information about
the Cardiac Rehab Support
Group, contact Jerri Mjos,
Charge Nurse and Coordinator, at 270-762-1170.

Nobody can do
for little
children what
grandparents
do.
Grandparents
sort of
sprinkle
stardust over
the lives of
little children.
-Alex Haley

Program information Call 753-3314

SALE

Laker Band Boosters will meet
Calloway County Laker Band Boosters will meet Tuesday
at 5:30 p.m. in the high school band room. Officers for the
2005-2006 school year will be elected. All interested persons
are urged to attend.

MES Council will meet Tuesday
Murray Elementary School Site-based Decision Making
Council will meet Tuesday at 4:15 p.m. in Tompkins' room,
according to Janet Caldwell, principal.

East Council will meet Tuesday

EOE

Because you're
so special
MOM

Open house on Wednesday

Murray State University Army ROTC invites
all MSU faculty, students, ROTC Alumni
and high school students to their open house on Wednesday
from 4:30 to 7:30 p.m. at the ROTC building (formerly Boy
Scout Museum). A light supper will be provided from 4:30
to 6:30 p.m., followed by an information briefing and door
prize drawings. The purpose is to reintroduce the Army ROTC
program to the community and re-establish an ROTC Alumni program.

London Michele Smith

Mr. and Mrs. Brad Shelton of Farmington are the parents
of a daughter, Jacylin Baylee Shelton, born on Monday, April
4. 2005. at 9:03 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 7.2 pounds and 'measured 19.5 inches.
The mother is the former Megan Tapp.
Grandparents are Carolyn Holtz of Newburgh, Ind., Jim Tapp
of Evansville, Ind., Beverly Shelton of Lynn Grove and Micheal
Shelton of Farmington.

The Gentry House Inc. will have its
monthly board meeting on Wednesday at
9 a.m. at the Housing Authority of Murray board room, located inside the main
ofnce of the Housing Authority at 716
Nash Dr.
This is an open meeting and all interested parties are welcome.
The Gentry House pro$ides emergency
shelter to area residents who become homeless because of a crisis in their lives.

Grab Your Gear
Boating Season Is Here!

Fast Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet Tuesday at 5 p.m. at the school.

Alzheimer's group to meet Tuesday
Alzheimer's Disease Education/Support Group will meet
Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Dr. Casey Hines, radiologist, will discuss "MRI's,
PET Scans and CT Scans." For more information call Cindy
Ragsdale, L.S.W., at 762-1108.

Al-Anon meeting is Tuesday
.A1.-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that
there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative
or friend.

Singles will meet Tuesday
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the
annex of Calloway Public Library. This is open to all singles.
For information call Vicky at 753-3128, Laverne at 753-0181
or Jackie at 1-270-247-7754.

Eastern Star Chapter will meet
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall.

THEOS Group will meet
THEOS (they help each other spiritually) Group will meet
Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the annex Of Calloway County Public
Library, Main Street, Murray. Lillian Steele will present a
program on "How Can I Make It On My Own." Later the
group will go eat at Sirloin Stockade. This group is for any
person who has lost a spouse through death. For information
call Steele at 753-2875, Opal Howard at 753-1998, or Karen
Isaacs at 753-2411.

Delta Department will meet
Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Wednesday at 1 p.m. at the club house. Pamela Seward will
speak about "Conflict Resolution." Hostesses will be Rosa
Crass, Sally Alexander and Louise Swann.

Christian Women plan luncheon
Christian Women of Murray will have its monthly luncheon on Friday at 10 a.m. in the social hall of First United
Methodist Church. Melva Cooper will be the featured speaker. Chad Gorrell will be guest soloist and Sheila Vacca from
The Gallery will also speak. All interested women are invited. For reservations for the luncheon, prepared by Judy Stahler,
call Freda Lovett at 753-3999 or Jo Lovett at 753-4683.

WOW Lodge 728 will meet
Woodmen of the World Lodge 728 will meet tonight at 6
p.m. at the WOW new building on C.C. Lowry Drive, off
North Fourth Street. Jeannie Key, president, urges all members to attend.

Captains' meeting tonight

2004 Dodge Rom Crew Cab
4x4, PW, PL, Air, Cruise, 29,xxx Miles
$2S,9
9
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ONLY $22,995! AsC
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Come See Chris Cox For This Great Deal!
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Tripp Purdom

Brad Lyons

Chad Jenktns

Relay for Life captains' meeting will be tonight at 6 p.m.
at the Weaks Community Center. An introductory session.
Relay 101, for new team captains will be held at 5:30 p.m.
Calloway County's Relay for Life will be May 6 at Murray
State University Roy Stewart Stadium. For information, on
forming a team. contact Team Recruitment Chair Rosanne
Radke at 759-1442 or Relay Chair Kathy Hodge at 436-2424..

Elm/Vine Street Group will meet
All members

and invited guests of the Sixth Elm/Vine
Street Neighborhood Watch Group will meet tonight at 6 p.m.
in the annex of Calloway County Public Library.

Republicans will meet tonight
Calloway

County Republicans will meet tonight at 7 p.m.
in the meeting room of Calloway County Public
Library. Vernon Anderson, chairman, urges all Republicans and other
interested persons to attend.

SUBSCRIBE
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Engagement

4-H Variety Show will be at Southwest School

Greer and Underhill
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Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Greer of Murray announce the engagement and upcoming marriage of their daughter, Kaci Lane
Greer, to Jason Lynn Underhill, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ron
Underhill of Aurora.
Miss Greer is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Homer Colson of Cadiz and of Mrs. Doris Greer and the late
Clint Greer of Almo.
Mr. Underhill is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Alonzo Belew of Aurora and of Mrs. Lorene Underhill and the
late Taylor Underhill of Murray.
The bride-elect is a 1999 graduate of Calloway County High
School, a 2003 graduate of Murray State University and upcoming May 2005 graduate of MSU with a master of science in
speech language pathology. She is an alumna of Alpha Gamma
Delta sorority.
The groorn-elect is a 1998 graduate of Marshall County
High School and a 2004 graduate of Murray State University
with a degree in occupational safety and health. He is currently employed by Marathon Ashland Oil Company, Martinsville,
The wedding will be Saturday, June 11, 2005, at 5:30 p.m.
at West Fork Baptist Church, Ky. Highway 121 North, at Stella.
All relatives and friends are invited. Only out-of-town invitations will be sent.

Historical society will have
meeting Saturday in Paducah
The Jackson Purchase His- ness meeting will immediately
torical Society will host its follow the lecture.
second meeting of the year,
If society members are interSaturday, at the American Quil- ested in placing orders for box
ters Museum in Paducah, from lunches, they should refer to
11 a.m.-2 p.m.
the previous historical society
Society president, Dr. Ken newsletter. For more informaCarstens, will address the recent tion regarding the meeting, conpublication of his work on tact
Carstens
at
George Rogers Clark's Fort Jef- kenneth.carstens ®murraystate.e
ferson, the first settlement in du.
'
western Kentucky. Copies of
The public is invited to attend
Carstens' book will be avail- the event, as well as society
able for purchase. A short busi- members.

Youth gain communication
skills and confidence as they
share an act in the 4-H
Variety
Show.
There are
two ways
youth can
participate:
Club acts
and specialty acts.
On Friday at 6:30
Extension p.m.
in the
Notes
Southwest
By
Elementary
Ginny Harper School
Calloway
gym, the
County Agent Calloway
tor 4-H/Youth county 4-H
Development
Variety
show will
beam with talent and team
building as 4-H youth perform in the annual show.
A club act must have at
least 75 percent of the 4-H
club in the act and be not
longer than eight minutes in
length. A specialty act may
have youth from one or
more clubs with no more
than four participants and no
more than four minutes in
length
-The 4-H Variety Show is
a great chance to act and
spend time with other 4-Her
friends. I like practicing and
getting to know my club
members better as we prepare," beams Kristina Fricker

of the East Clovers 4-H
Club.
The East Clovers Club
was the county and area
variety show club act champion in 2004. Flicker, sixth
grader at Calloway County
Middle School, was also the
specialty champion in 2004
with her violin solo.
The deadline to sign up
to be in the show is Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. Youth may
call the Extension Office to
sign for this exciting performance.
The event is free to the
public and the community is
encouraged to come out and
support these youth with
your presence and encouragement.
II Camp registration started April 1. Forms are available at the extension office.
All scholarship forms and
registration forms are due
May 3 at the office.
II April 16 and 30 the 4H Shooting Sports Club will
be practicing at the LBL
Range from 10 a.m. to noon.
Youth are to bring 22, air
rifle or bb gun and a parent
or guardian.
•LABO students need
host families from July 22
to Aug. 25. These are Japanese students, 14 to 17 years
of age, and involved in a
club like 4-H in Japan and
want to come to the USA to
learn more English as well

ASHLAND,Ore. —The Talent Literary Guild is sponsoring an amateur poetry contest,
free to everyone. There are 50
prizes in all, including a $1,000
grand prize.
"We are delighted to sponsor this contest," says Thomas
Grey, poetry director. "Poets

deserve opportunities to exhibit their work and get recognition. We hope our contest will
encourage new poets to share
their art."
To enter, send one poem 21
lines or less: Free Poetry Contest, 1257 Siskiyou Blvd, PMB
4, Ashland, OR 97520. You

Three different introductory
computer classes, offered by
Murray State University's Center for Continuing Education,
are currently taking registrations. The classes are open to
the public and are designed to
help the beginning user become
more confident with important,
everyday computer applications.
The first class, Introduction
to Microsoft Word, will help
participants learn and use
Microsoft's widely used word
processing program. Hands-on
sessions will include instruction on shortcuts and ways to
customize documents to your
needs. The class meets for three
consecutive Mondays. April 18
through May 2, from 6 to 8
p.m.
Introduction to Microsoft
Publisher is designed to introduce the user to Microsoft's popular desktop publishing software. Participants will learn
how to make attractive flyers,
newsletters, and cards. This
hands-on course will teach the
basics such as creating text,
adding graphics, and hot to
add that extra little touch to
make attractive publications for
you or your organization. The

class meets for three consecutive Thursdays,April 21 through
May 5 from 6 to 8 p.m.
The
Introduction
to
Microsoft Excel class will help
participants learn and use
Microsoft's spreadsheet program. This hands-on course
teaches participants how to

sions from 5:30 to 6 p.m.;
short rally from 6 to 7:10 p.m.
Elementary, Middle and High
School students will perform
at the rally and the band, Midlife

Spring Is Here Open The
Roof And Let The Sunshine In!

_

2002 Chrysler Sebring
PW, PL, Power Seat, Sunroof, Chrome Wheels
Moak
$

ONLY

I

organize, calculate, and analyze data using this popular
program. The class meets for
three consecutive Tuesdays,
April 26 through May 10 from
6 to 8 p.m.
All three classes will meet
in room 209 of the Collins
Industry and Technology Build-

ing on the Murray State campus. The course fee is $65 per
course which included all learning materials. Space in each
class is limited. For more information, or to register, contact
the Center for Continuing Education, at 762-3659, or 1-800669-7654, ext. 3659.

may also enter online at
www.freecontest.com.
Poems may be written on
any subject, using any style. The
deadline for entering is April
30, 2005. The editors reserve
the right to publish the winning poems online. A winner's
will be sent to all entrants.

Crisis, will close the evening.
Jean Bennett, coordinator, said
call 753-4263 for more information.

The only
people with
whom you
should try to
get even are
those who
have helped
you.

NEW STUDENT
REGISTRATION
Tuesday, April 12th
3:30 - 6:30 p.m.
1 AST CALLOWAY
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

NORTH CALLOWAY
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

1169 Pottertown Road
Fred Ashb), Principal

2928 Brinn Road
Margaret Cook, Principal

SOUTH‘‘EST CALLOWAY
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
3426 Wisw ell Road

Janet lohnmm, Principal

.4t.

OPEN HOUSE
Thursday, May 5th
CALLOWAY COL \ I Y
HIGH SCHOOL
2108 College Farm
ette

Road •

le, Principal

3:30 - 6:30 p.m.

CALLOWAY COUNTY
MIDDLE SCHOOL
2112 College Farm

Road

Ta%• 11 a Hunter, Principal

6:30 - 8:30 p.m.

-John E. Southard

WAC + Tax, Title & Fees

Brandon EDE
Cadillac • Pontiac • Buick

PRE-OWNED SUPER CENTER
130001. 121 By-Pass • Murray •(270)7534315 -16001453-5315
www.braadonatetaworid.com

SPRING SHOE ARRIVALS
Women's
Sizes to 14

911(-711
,r

Tripp Purciom

The Calloway County 4-H
Program is a parr of the
University of Kentucky, College of Agriculture Cooperative Extension Service. The
Calloway County 4-H Council receives funding from
Murray-Calloway County
United Way.
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Come See Jason Staiinlif For This Great Deal!
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4:30 p.m. at the farm of
Karen Collins, phone 7532294. Youth are to bring
dogs.
•East Clovers will meet
April 14 after school until
4:30 p.m.
III 4-H Sewing has begun,
Project materials and pattern
information are available at
the Extension Office. Sewing
sessions are scheduled on
April 12 and 13 with additional sessions possible
depending on the needs of
the youth. All sewing is due
April 20 at the Extension
Office. The Fashion Revue
Practice will be April 21
from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m. at
MSU Mason Hall. The Fashion Revue will be April 23
at 6:30 p.m. at the same
location.
•On April 26, we will
have kite flying and park
cleanup at the Center Park
Courthouse pavilion location
from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m. All
youth and families are
encouraged to attend.

OPEN HOUSE

Murray Schools schedule event
Murray Schools will have
a district-wide event on Tuesday at Murray High School.
The evening will consist of
dinner; testing information ses-

as customs and culture.
Applications are available at
the Extension Office. Deadline to participate is April
II
III Southwest Superstars
•
will meet April 11 and 25
after school until 4:30 p.m.
4-H youth will be preparing
for the Variety Show and
Cleaning up Community this
month.
•April 12 is the deadline
for Horse Camp forms,
Horse Eligibility forms and
Horse show forms. These
forms are available at the
Extension Office.
•The Laker Stars will
meet April 12 at 3:30 p.m.
at Camp WOW due to
spring break.
IN Geology Rock Hunt is
scheduled from 9 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. April 16. Youth
will depart from the Extension Office, but will be canceled if raining.
▪ 4-H Archery meets with
Larry Benton on Mondays
from 6:15 to 7:15 p.m.
•Horse Judging Teams
and Horse Bowl Teams practice on Mondays from 3:30
to 5 p.m. at the MSU Expo
Center. All interested youth
are welcome. Connie Talent,
David Hayden and Jamn
Fricker are the coaches for
Hippology, Horse Judging
and Horse Bowl.
• Millennium Mutts Dog
Club will meet April 19 at

Three computer classes taking registrations

Poetry contest seeking area entrants
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Hours
Open 10 a.m. til 5 p.m.

Widths
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FARM
Raising dairy heifers good option for farmers
By TERRI MCLEAN
UK College of Agriculture
—
Ky.
LEXINGTON.
Farmers looking for a viable
alternative to tobacco production might want to take the lead
from hundreds of others in the
state who are trying their hand at
a fast-growing industry: raising
dairy heifers.
"It's a good industry and it's
a stable industry," said Bill
Crist. extension dairy specialist
si.ith the University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture.
Raising dairy heifers is an
important component of the
dairy industry, which annually
brings in about $300 million in
Kentucky. The heifers are needed to replace the 30 to 40 percent of cows that leave dairy

Farmers who specialize in
1 arms each year because ot
reproductive and other prob- raising dairy heifers, on the
other hand, make it their busilems.
In the past. most dairy farm- ness to provide the heifers with
ers raised their own replacement the care and attention necessary
heifers. But because of the time for them to grow strong and
and attention it takes away from become quality replacements.
"A lot of heifers will come in
the primary focus of producing
milk - not to mention the (to heifer growers) after they've
expense — many dairy farmers been weaned, usually about 2
have begun buying heifers from months of age. Then they'll go
heifer producers or contracting back when they're about a
others to raise their heifers for month away from calving,"
Crist said.
them.
Raising dairy heifers is a rel"Generally, in Kentucky on a
industry in
new
atively
usually
there's
lot of dairy farms
one period of time when for Kentucky that is still faced with
some reason the replacement challenges, including a shortage
heifer doesn't get the attention it of heifers.
"It's hard to find new heifers
needs," he explained. "So there
will be a time when the heifer because it is a good opportunity," said Eunice Schlappi, dairy
doesn't grow like it should."

marketing specialist with the
of
Department
Kentucky
Agriculture and a major proponent of this burgeoning industry.
But, she said, "we have several
groups working to get the
heifers in here."
Most heifers being raised by
growers in Kentucky come from
large out-of-state dairies, including one of the region's largest
operations, a dairy in Indiana
that has 12,000 cows.
"We're starting to build up
the trust of these dairies as far as
our ability to raise heifers," Crist
said. "So I think it will probably
become easier to get heifers to
raise."
Biosecurity is also a concern,
Crist said, because many dairy
producers fear that heifers raised

the administration that it will not
By LIBBY QUAID
cut cotton subsidies, and it will
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — not implement the WTO deciSugar beet farmer Alan Welp sion," -Hufbauer said. "That
tears a new tree trade agreement would be the big cake with the
top for
on
Oh Central America would ice cream
Chambliss."
wreck his industry.
Under the accord, the United
Es cry pound of foreign sugar
and the other six countries
States
a
is
States
to
United
shipped the
pound that U.S. growers will agree to phase out protective tarstore or just not grow. Welp said. iffs and quotas on most farm
"We are already an oversup- prOducts and food over several
plied market." said Welp, who years.
Supporters say CAFTA
grows sugar. corn and wheat on
3,500 acres in northeast would give more choices to
Colorado. "There's going to be Americans. who already eat and
huge job loss, and it will put a drink an ever-growing array of
lot of farmers and processors out foreign ash, fruit, wine .and
of business. So the negatives, in other products. Backers also say
my opinion, far outweigh any of it's good for the economy, and
for agriculture in particular.
the positives."
Of the estimated $2.7 billion
-Welp is an example of the
problems confronting President increase in export sales to the six
Bush as he seeks approval of the countries, agriculture would get
, Central American Free Trade a 12 percent share, according to
Trade
International
Agreement, or CAFTA, negoti- U.S.
ated list year with Costa Rica, Commission estimates. The six
Guatemala, countries represent a sliver —
Salvador,
El
Honduras and Nicaragua. plus one-half of 1 percent — of total
U.S. farm exports, according to
the Dominican Republic.
The administration needs the ITC.
Any increase in exports
support from agriculture to win
prices high and is good for
keeps
it
the approval of Congress, but
said Nebraska hog
agriculture,
admitWhile
yet.
it
have
doesn't
ting they lack the 218 votes farmer Joy Philippi. She's not
needed in the House to pass it, worried about competition from
Republican leaders -still plan to imports, because most food and
farm products from CAFTA
bring it up in May.
Among the opponents is countries already enter the
Senate Agriculture Committee United States duty-free.
"We'll be able to send more
Chairman Saxby Chambliss, Rdown there, and as these
pork
fears
Ga., who has said he
CAFTA would alter certain farm free-trade agreements do their
programs. He represents a cot- magic in the economy, they will
ton state, and the cotton and tex- be able to afford more pork,"
tile industries are wary of the said Philippi, who is presidentelect of the National Pork
agreement.
Gary Hufbauer, an economist Producers Council.
Until now, CAFTA's foes
and trade expert with the
drowned out supporters
have
Washington-based Institute for
Philippi.
like
said
International Economics,
Sugar growers have rounded
Chambliss' gripe is with Bush's
proposal to cut U.S. cotton subsidies and a World Trade
Organization ruling that they are
unfair to producers in Brazil.
"What he's really getting at
is. he wants a commitment from

AP File Photo
up support from other producers, notably cattle ranchers who
are suing to block Canada from
resuming cattle shipments to the
United States. The U.S. border
has been closed to Canadian cattle since the May 2003 discovery of mad cow disease in
Alberta. Labor groups are also
fighting CAFTA.
Supporters are abouiike get
more vocal. The major fii5 and
food groups and big agribusiness companies are backing
CAFTA and have begun lobbying farmers and Congress to
support the trade deal.
"We're going to have to get
our people energized and understanding it, and get them to
speak out," said Philippi, who
visited Capitol Hill last week to
seek support from Congress.
"You know, there's always that
squeaky wheel that's heard."
Foes of the deal have "generated quite a lot of noise," said
J.B. Penn, undersecretary for the
Agriculture Depirunent's Farm
Agricultural
Foreign
and
Services.
"Once we begin to get the
facts out, and once we have an
opportunity to explain the benefits of this trade agreement, then
people begin to say.'Oh,I didn't
realize that." Penn said in an
interview.
Agriculture Secretary Mike
Johanns touts the deal in virtually every meeting and speech.
Allen Johnson, the U.S. trade
negotiator for agriculture,
recently traveled to Nebraska to
make the case to sugar growers
and other producers.
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Roberts For This Great Deal,

By HILARY ROXE
On the Web
Associated Press Writer
Farm Servive Agency — tobacco
WASHINGTON (AP)— The first payments in
the $10.1 billion tobacco buyout passed by
www.fsa.usda.gov/tobacco/
Congress last year will be made between June and
September, starting annual payments that will end the rest is used to pay oft outstanding expenses,
the program that controlled American-grown leaf including loans taken out to buy quota tobacco in
the past.
for decades.
Beginning next year, the government will
The Agriculture Department on Monday published the second of two regulations that will dic- make annual payments every January.
Quota holders will receive $7 per pound of
tate how the buyout occurs. The regulation spells
out formulas that will be used to determine how tobacco marketed under the quota in 2002.
much growers of each class of tobacco will be Producers — including landlords, tenants and
paid, and when the payments will occur.
sharecroppers — will receive $3 per pound, based
Agriculture officials began registering quota on their share of the risk in the 2002, 2003 and
holders and producers last month at local farm 2004 crops of quota tobacco.
offices. Sign-ups for the voluntary buyout will
There is no early count of the number of peocontinue through June 17.
ple who have signed up for the program so far,
. Congress last year passed legislation ending said Steve Connelly, assistant deputy administrathe Depression-era program that set price and tor for farm programs at the Farm Service
production controls on U.S. tobacco. The govern- Agency.
ment agreed to pay quota holders over a 10-year
"There's a lot of money at stake, a lot of peoperiod to compensate for losses incurred as the
ple that are nervous because they're counting on
control system ends.
this
money. loing away with the quota system is
The government wills.**1111064$10,1
lifestyle change for a lot of produc-t
•
7gorra.
lion, primarily from anatiptapiaspponso on tobtio.--•
at
said.-rge.want to make sure that
co manufacturers and itttporttrsrAboOt $9.6 bilfairly."
ybody
w;trea7ever
lion will go to quota holders and producers, while ers
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The contracts vary tremendously but often they will call for a
daily amoiuu currently_ about..
$1.50 — be paid to the heifer
grower while the heifer is in his
possession.
"It's important to make sure
everything's in writing," Crist
advised.
Both Crist and Schlappi are
big believers in the viability of
heifers in
dairy
raising
Kentucky, and they've partnered
on several occasions to promote
the industry and educate farmers
about the opportunities. They've
taken growers on trips to heiferraising farms in other states and
sponsored heifer field days,
among other things.
"It's a good option for farmers," Crist said.

Second regulation published in
tobacco quota buyout program

Bush needs more
farm support to win
Central America
trade accord

Come See Greg

on other farms may expose their
herd to diseases. Precautions
such as isolating the heifers for a
time after they're returned to the
dairy farm and thoroughly
cleaning trucks and trailers used
to haul the heifers are important
steps to ease those fears, he said.
Although milk production
may give farmers a better return
on their money than raising
dairy heifers, Crist said many
farmers choose the latter
because raising heifers requires
lower capital costs, less intense
management and less risk. Plus,
he added, "you generally know
how much you're going to be
getting to raise those heifers."
While some farmers raise
dairy heifers for resale, most
raise them on a contract basis.
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PHILADELPHIA 13 - ST. LOUIS 4

Burrell's three-run HR helps Phillies rout Cardinals

AP Photo

Jeff Gordon celebrates
after winning the NASCAR
Advance Auto Parts 500
at Martinsville Speedway in
Martinsville, Va., Sunday.
Gordon was three laps
down early in the race but
came back to win.

Gordon
prevails in
Martinsville
MARTINSVILLE, Va. (AP)
— Jeff Gordon was driving
with tunnel vision when his
car started vibrating. A greenflag pit stop to fix it put him
more than three laps down at
Martinsville Speedway.
It was early in the race, he
figured, at a track where he's
had lots of success and with
a car capable of bringing him
back into contention.
Gordon's faith paid off big
in the Advance Auto Parts 500
on Sunday. He rallied to win
in what became a huge emotional tribute to his team and
car owner Rick Hendrick, and
moved him closer to catching
one of the sport's icons.

ST. LOUIS (AP) — With two straight days
of double-digit run production, the Philadelphia PhiIlies showed the St. Louis Cardinals
their -lineup is pretty good, too.
Pat Burrell hit a three-run homer to increase
his major league-leading R.531 total to 15 and
Bobby Abreu had three hits and four RBIs,
helping Jon Lieber and the Philadelphia PhiHies
rout the Si Louis Cardinals 13-4 on Sunday.
"There's a lot of opportunities here," Burrell said. "We've got a lot of guys that are
very good hitters. Everybody's out there driving guys in."
The Phi(lies manhandled the Cardinals in
their final game at 40-year-old Busch Stadium,
which is being demolished to make room for
a new ballpark after the season. They took
two of three in the Cardinals' first home series
after dropping two of three at home against
the Nationals to start the year.
"I knew from Day 1 in camp what this
lineup could do," Lieber said. 'This doesn't
surprise me at all. These guys can hit."
The Cardinals, who received their NL cham-

pionship rings for winning ttieir 16th pennant
last season in a pregame ceremony, led for
only one-half of an inning in the series and
lost the last two games 23-8. St. Louis got
homers from Albert Pujols, Abraham Nunez
and So Taguchi, all coming with the game out
of hand.
"Yesterday and today we showed we can
hit and we can win some games," Abreu said.
"The way we're playing right now is the way
this team is supposed to play."
In a matchup of opening day pitchers, Lieber
retired the first 12 batters while the Cardinals'
Chris Carpenter (1-1) was hit hard and failed
to make it out of the fourth.
"They were on everything he threw," Cardinals manger Tony La Russa said. "We weren't
on ,anything Lieber threw."
Lieber (2-0), who beat the Nationals in his
AP Photo
first start, didn't allow a hit until Scott Rolen
St. Louis starting pitcher Chris Carpenter, right, leaves
singled to start the fifth. He gave up four runs
— two earned — and four hits . Lieber struck the game during a pitching change in the fourth
inning against the Philadelphia Phillies in St. Louis
out three and walked none and is 9-1 in his
Sunday. Standing on the mound are catcher Yadier
•See CARDINALS Page 2B
Molina and manager Tony La Russa.

The Masters

Tiger Re-Mastered

over weekend
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
PADUCAH, Ky. — The Calloway County Lakers suffered
their first loss of the season
on Saturday. but otherwise had
a good showing in the McCracken County Wood Bat Classic
over the weekend.
On Saturday, Calloway (81) defeated Ripley (Tenn.) 10 before dropping an 8-5 decision to Lone Oak. However,
the Lakers rebounded on Sunday to claim a pair of victories over Poplar Bluff (Mo.)
and St. Mary.
Yesterday. the Lakers used
a 4-for-4 performance from Taylor Thieke at the plate to defeat
Poplar Bluff 8-2. Thieke also
had two RBI in the game.
Bryan Coles went 2-for-3 with

See GORDON Page 2B

'Breds
beat up on
Colonels
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray State Thoroughbreds completed a series sweep
of visiting Eastern Kentucky
on Sunday, smashing the
Colonels 12-1 at Reagan Field.
During the three-game Ohio
Valley Conference set, the
'Breds (18-14, 7-2 OVC)
outscored the Colonels 32-9
and hit .402. Meanwhile, MSU
pitchers held Eastern (9-15, 35) — the best hitting team in
the league — to a .250 average in the series.
Murray opened the series
with a 17-6 rout of EKU during the first game of Saturday's doubleheader. The 'Breds
completed the sweep of the
twinbill with a 3-2 victory in
the nightcap.
On Sunday, MSU got all
the run support it would need
for junior left-hander West Harris in the first inning. After
falling behind 1-0 in the top
of the first, the 'Breds responded with three runs of their
own.
Harris (4-2) did the rest,
allowing just one run on six
hits while striking out three
and walking one in seven
innings of work. Jon Ross Shelton tossed the final two innings
for Murray, allowing just one
hit while recording one strikeout.
With Harris throwing strikes
on the mound, the MSU offense
continued to do its job with
single runs in the second, fourth
and seventh innings and three
each in the fifth and eighth
frames.
Third baseman Alex Stewart led all hitters with four hits
in five plate appearances,
including a home run, a double, two runs scored and four
runs batted in. Catcher Dustin
Hennigar had three hits in four
at-bats, including a double a
run and two RBI. Char Ebert.
Seth Hudson. Tyler Pittman and
Brett Mullins each had two
hits for the 'Breds, who finished with 17 hits on the day.
Murray State will close out
a five-game homestand this
week, when it welcomes Evansville to Reagan Field on Tuesday at 3 p.m., and Arkansas
State on Wednesday at 2 p.m.

Lakers lose
first game of
Year;go 3-1

III See LAKERS Page 3B

AP Photo

Tiger Woods reacts to winning the 2005 Masters in a playoff with Chris DiMarco on the 18th hole during final-round play of the tournament at the Augusta National Golf Club in Augusta, Ga., Sunday.

By The Associated Press
Pedro Martinez pitched the
New York Mets to their first
win,, ending a long week on a
high note.
Josh Beckett, Pat Burrell
and Troy Glaus are off to much
better starts this season.
Making his second appearance for his new team, Martinez threw a two-hitter in
Atlanta on Sunday to lead the
Mets past the Braves 6-1 despite
John Smoltz's 15 strikeouts.
New York had been the last
winless team in the major
leagues. The Mets opened 0-5
for the first time since 1963,
when they lost their first eight
games in their second year of
existence.
"Everybody was like,'We've
got to get going,' and I joined
them, too," Martinez said.
The Mets trailed 1-0 before
Carlos Beltran hit a go-ahead
homer off Smoltz in the eighth,

•See METS Page 38

Tiger's major drought, is over as he earned his
fourth green jacket in a thrilling playoff duel
AUGUSTA, Ga.(AP) — Tiger Woods
thrust a fist in the air, let out a scream
and headed off to hug family and friends
huddled around the 18th green at Augusta National.
His wife, mother, caddie, agent.
Yes, order is restored in the world of
golf. Woods is a major champion again,
and No. 1 in the world, too, making
Masters magic instead of ,s_w_ing changes,
and back to chasing Jack Nicklaus'
record.
But someone important was missing
from this fourth Masters victory — the
man who steered a toddler to set of a
golf clubs, molded his swing, toyed with
his mind, instilled a love for the game.
As Woods collected another green
jacket, he couldn't help but think of his
dad. And that's when Tiger, all grown
up now, did something unusual Sunday.
He cried.
"I want to dedicate this to my father,"

Woods said, his eyes filling with tears.
"I could feel him out there with me on
the course."
Earl Woods, who has suffered from
cancer and heart problems, didn't feel
well enough to leave his hotel room.
But he surely was watching on television, and surely proud of what he saw.
After surging to the lead with seven
straight birdies in the weather-delayed
third round, and after finishing up on
the dew-covered grass of morning, Woods
pulled off a shot for the ages in the
fading sunlight of afternoon.
Then, he made the most important
stroke of all: a I5-foot birdie on the
first playoff hole to beat gritty Chris
DiMarco.
Woods was clinging to a one-stroke
lead and on the ropes when his tee shot
at the par-3 16th hole sailed long. DiMarco was safely on the green and facing
a 15-footer for birdie.

* More Masters coverage
can be found on Page 3B
Woods played his chip up the slope
and watched it trickle toward the flag.
The ball dipped Slightly to the right.
wobbled back to the left and stopped at
the edge. Hanging there for two full
seconds before finally toppling into the
cup.
Sarazen's double eagle, meet Woods'
improbable birdie.
"I would rank that as one of the best
ones I've ever hit," Woods said. "It
turned things around. It was pretty huge."
DiMarco mumbled -nice shot" toward
Woods, then missed his own birdie
attempt. The Masters, it seemed, was
over.
Not so fast.
The greatest closer in golf — Woods

III See MASTERS Page 38

AP Photo

New York Mets pitcher
Pedro Martinez reacts after
winning over Atlanta during the ninth inning in
Atlanta Sunday. Martinez
pitched a complete game
in the 6-1 win.
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MURRAY STATE ROUNDUP

Racer tennis edges past Eastern Illinois
Track teams, rowing
compete in weekend events
Special to the Ledger
CHARLESTON. 111. — The
!Murray State men's tennis team,
trailing 1-0 after doubles play,
won four of the six singles
matches to forge a 4-3 win at
Ohio Valley Conference rival
Eastern Illinois Sunday morning.
Yuri Pompeu's win at No.
3 singles over Ryan Blankenbaker, 6-2, 5-7, 6-2, decided
the match.
In other singles matches,
Fadi Zamjaoui won at No. I
singles over Chuck Levaque
6-2, 6-3, while Jeff Lester won
at No. 4 singles over Chris
Thomas 6-3, 6-2, and Hunter
Gerlach won at No. 5 singles
over Eric Stuertz 6-4, 6-2. Chris
Morgan fell at No. 2 singles
to Brandon Lenfert 6-2, 6-3,
while Clayton Clark lost at
No. 6 singles to Stan Bush 62, 4-6. 6-0.
In doubles play, Morgan and
Zamjaoui won at No. I doubles over Lenfert and Thomas
8-3 in the eight-game pro set,
but Gerlach and Pompeu fell
at No. 2 doubles to Bush and
Levaque 9-8, and Clark and
Lester lost at No. 3 doubles
to Blankenbaker and Stuertz
9-7.
MSU was scheduled to host
Austin Peay today at 2 p.m.
at MSU's intramural courts, then
will close out the regular-season schedule at Tennessee-Mar-

tin on Tuesday.
awes Track
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. —
The Murray State squad took
part in the APSU Invitational
on Saturday, and did well in
the unscored event.
Chris Champion won the shot
put with a toss of 42 feet, 1.5
inches (12.84 meters), and won
the javelin throw with a hurl
of 153 feet, 0.6 inches (46.65
meters). John Skinner won the
high jump with a leap of 6
feet, 2 inches (1.88 meters).
Other results for the men's
track team include:
• David Claybrooks, 110meter hurdles, second, 19.43
seconds; 400-meter dash. fifth,
54.3 seconds.
• Chris Champion, discus,
third, 119 feet, 7 inches (36.45
meters).
• John Gorey, 5,000-meter
run, seventh, 16 minutes, 47.91
seconds.
Murray State will next compete on April 22-23 at the Vanderbilt Invitational in Nashville,
Tenn.
Wonien's Track
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. —
The MSU women placed well
in an unscored event at the
APSU Invitational.
The Lady Racers dominated the field events, as
Dominique Robinson won the
shot put with a throw of 42

•Cardinals ...
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From Page 1B
last 12 starts dating to last
season.
Burrell's third homer put the
Phillies ahead 6-0 in the third.
He was 6-for-14 with two
homers and nine RBIs in the
series and leads the NL in hits
(12), RBIs and total bases (24).
Burrell has driven in a run
in all six games, a career best.
Abreu had an RBI double
in the first, an RBI single third
and a two-run double in the
fourth off Carpenter, who
allowed only one run on four
hits in seven innings in his
season debut at Houston while
retiring his last 13 batters. This
time Carpenter lasted only 3
1-3 innings, giving up eight runs
and 10 hits.
Carpenter was in trouble
from the first pitch, which
• Jimmy Rollins lined to center
for a single.

Lsco

"I made some good pitches; they hit some good pitches," Carpenter said. "I made
some bad pitches and they hit
those, too. It was just one of
those days that I have no excuse
for."
Cardinals center fielder Jim
Edmonds also had a rough
game, failing to pursue Abreu's
drive to the track in the first
that landed over his head for
a double and then misplaying
pinch-hitter Tomas Perez's tworun bases-loaded single in the
seventh, allowing a third run
to score when the ball rolled
under his glove and nearly
went to the wall.
But Edmonds seemed to lay
the blame on pitching for the
poor series, saying: "We can't
play defense behind a fastball
right down the middle."

The victory, Gordon's 71st,
moved him within five of Dale
on
sixth
for
Earnhardt
NASCAR's career list, and was
more special since it came in
the first visit to Martinsville
since a plane carrying members and friends of Hendrick
Motorsports crashed last fall,
killing all 10 people.
Hendrick, whose son Ricky
was among those killed, was
a surprise visitor to the track
and hugged Gordon in Victory Lane.
"When you've got a guy
like Rick Hendrick that you
respect so much and you've

seen what he's been through,
the ups and downs through his
life and especially here last year,
for him to poke his head in
there and say 'Thank you. thank
you, thank you, thank you, thank
you,' and with that tremble in
his voice, that impacts you,"
a choked-up Gordon said.
"When ,he pupped his, head
in there, it hit me like a ton
of bricks."
Gordon's advance toward
Earnhardt also left him a bit
surprised, though the way he
won in some ways evoked memories of "The Intimidator."
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National League Standings
All Times CST
East Division
L Pct GB
W
—
4 2.667
Atlanta
1
3 3.500
Florioa
1
3 3.500
Philadelphia
1
3 3.500
Washington
3
5.167
1
New York
Central Division
L Pet GB
W
1 800
4
Houston
1
3 2.600
Milwaukee
3 3 500 1 1/2
Chicago
1/2
3 3.500 1
Cincinnati
2
2 3.400
St Louis
2 4 333 2 1/2
Pittsburgh
West Division
L Pct GB
W
—
4 2 667
Los Angeles
—
4 2.667
San Francisco
1
3 3.500
Anzona
1
3 3.500
San Diego t
1/2
2
4.200
1
Colorado

Saturday's Games
Philadelphia 10, St Louis 4
Chicago Cubs 4, Milwaukee 0
San Francisco 4, Colorado 2
Washington 3. Florida 2. 10 innings
Atlanta 6, N.Y. Mets 3
Houston 4, Cincinnati 3
L.A. Dodgers 12. Anzona 10, 11 innings
San Diego 11, Pittsburgh 3
Sunday's Games
N.Y. Mets 6, Manta 1
Florida 8, Washington 0
Houston 5. Cincinnati 2
Philadelphia 13. St. Louis 4
Chicago Cubs 6, Milwaukee 5, 12
innings
Pittsburgh 6. San Diego 3
San Francisco 11, Colorado 4
Anzona 5, L.A. Dodgers 4
Monday's Games
Houston (Pellitte 0-0) at N V Mets
(Glavin° 0-1), 12:10 p.m. •
Pittsburgh (K.Wells 0-1) at Milwaukee
(D.Davis 1-0), 1:05 p.m.
San Diego (Eaton 0-0) at Chicago Cubs
(Dempster 0-1), 1:20 p.m.
Philadelphia (Myers 0-0) at Ronda
(Leiter 0-0), 6:05 p.m.
Washington (Day 0-0) at Atlanta
(Hampton 0-0). 6:35 p.m.
Colorado (Jennings 0-1) at Anzona
(Halsey 0-0). 8.40 p.m
Tuesday's Games
San Diego (Peavy 0-0) at Chicago
Cubs (Prior 0-0). 1.20 p.m.
San Francisco (Rueter 0-1) at L.A.
Dodgers (Weaver 1-0). 3:10 p.m.
Philadelphia (Won 0-0) at Florida
(A.J.Burnett 0-1), 6:05 p.m.
Washington (Loaiza 0-0) at Manta
(Hudson 1-0), 6:35 p.m.
Pittsburgh (Redman 0-0) at Milwaukee
(Glover 0-0), 6:35 p.m.
Cincinnati (Harang 1-0) at St. Louis
0041410111.43i1), 719
Colorado (Chacon 0-0) at Arizona
(Webb 1-0). 8:40 p.m.
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Saturday's Barnes
Detroit 11, Cleveland 1
N Y Yankee* 8, Baltimore 5
Toronto 12, Boston 5
Texas 7, Seattle 6
Tampa Bay 11, Oakland 2
Chicago White Sox 8, Minnesota 5
L.A. Angels 8, Kansas City 3
Sunday's Games
Cleveland 7, Detroit 6
Baltimore 7, N.Y. Yankees 2
Toronto 4, Boston 3
Oakland 6, Tampa Bay 1
Texas 7, Seattle 6
Kansas City 8, L.A Angels 3
Minnesota 5. Chicago White Sox 2
Monday's Games
L.A. Angels (Washburn 0-0) at Texas
(Rogers 0-0). 1:05 p.m
N.Y. Yankees (Mussina 0-0) at Boston
(Wakefield 0-0), 2:05 p.m.
Chicago White Sox (Garcia 0-0) at
Cleveland (Milhvood 0-0), 2:05 p.m.
Seattle (R.Franklin 0-0) at Kansas City
(R.Hemandez 1-0), 310 p.m
Toronto(Chem 1-0) at Oakland
(Saanoos 1-0), 905 pm.
Tuesday's Games
Baltimore (Cabrera 0.1) at Tampa Bay
(Kazmir 0-0), 6:15 p.m.
L.A. Angels (Lackey 0-0) at Texas
(C Young 0-0), 7:05 p.m.
Detroit (Maroth 0-1) at Minnesota
(Mays 0-0), 7:10 p.m.
Toronto (Towers 0-0) at Oakland (Haien
0-0), 9.- 05 p.m

2004 Jeep Wrangler
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Moms are very special people and they deserve the best.
Place your order now to assure delivery for Mother's Day.
We make each order special. Order by April 27.

Auto., V-6, 4x4 Trail Rated
Stk. *5124
$

8,900

WAG + Tax. Title & Fees

Come See HOY* LID For This Great Deal!
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Where your ideas turn to gold

University Square • 305-D North 12th • Murray, KY 42071
(270) 759-1141
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• Jackpot starts at $40,000 and grows each
draw until jackpot is won!
• Draws 6 days a week!
• Match 2 to 4 numbers to win a prize and
double your prize if you also match
"Heads" or "Tails"!
• Or, match 5 numbers instead and win the
jackpot!*

You'll flip
over it!

Murray 1,edger & limes
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Yankees' Pavano hurt Woods
by line drive in loss 'just kept
pushing
forward'
By JIM LITKE
AP Sports Columnist
AUGUSTA, Ga.(AP)— The
lesson doesn't begin until the
pupil has hit two dozen or so
full shots down the range, two
pairs of eyes tracking the flight
of each ball as one.
Few people would dare keep
Tiger Woods waiting for five
seconds, let alone five minutes.
But Hank Haney never hurries.
If the two men have learned
AP Photo
New York Yankees team trainer Gene Monahan (dark anything over the 13 months
shirt) examines pitcher Carl Pavano after Pavano was they've collaborated on remakhit in the head by Melvin Mora's third-Inning line ing the most scrutinized golf
swing on the planet, it is this:
drive Sunday at Yankee Stadium in New York.
Some things cannot be rushed.
By The Associated Press years. It's also the first game
The story of this champiCarl Pavan() was well enough back for manager Terry Fran- onship is less about vindicato travel with the Yankees to cona, who left the team after tion than the steadfastness and
Boston after being knocked complaining of chest pains heart only real champions poswoozy by a line drive.
Wednesday before facing New sess. It began in the wind and
sideways rain at Muirfield when
Meanwhile, the last-place York.
Woods shot 81 in the third
Red Sox limped home to receive
"We're excited to get back round nearly three
years ago,
their World Series rings.
to Fenway," first baseman Kevin exactly one day before the
greatPavano was hit in the head Millar said after a 4-3 loss to est sustained run in the histoby Melvin Mora's line drive the Toronto Blue Jays dropped ry of major championship golf
in the third inning of New the Red Sox to 2-4. "It feels ended with his defeat at the
York's 7-2 loss to the Balti- like we've been on the road British Open. By the time the
more Orioles on Sunday. The since October."
PGA Championship rolled
Yankees starter was taken to
In other AL games,- it was: around a few weeks later, the
a hospital, where he was diag- Cleveland 7, Detroit 6; Oak- promise Woods made in his
nosed with a mild concussion. land 6, Tampa Bay 1; Texas first victory speech — that he
"Tests showed there was a 7. Seattle 6; Kansas City 8, would get better — was ringbrain," he jokingly told to team L.A. Angels 3 and Minnesota ing in his ears with an unsatisfying echo.
spokesman Rick Cerrone after 5, Chicago White Sox 2.
He and his coach, Butch
returning to Yankee Stadium.
Baltimore pitcher Rodrigo
Harmon, had been together since
The Yankees left after the Lopez (2-0), who was hit in
Woods was a 17-year-old, but
game for a series in Boston the side by a ball off the bat
he put Harmon at arm's length,
that begins Monday, when the of Hideki Matsui, allowed six determined
to delve further into
Red Sox will celebrate their hits in eight innings, struck the mysteries of
the swing on
.first World Series title in 86 out eigist and walked two.
his own.

AP Photo

Tiger Woods celebrates with his caddie Steve Williams after his chip-in birdie on
the 16th hole during the 2005 Masters at the Augusta National Golf Club in
Augusta, Ga., Sunday.

Tiger's Vick shot win
live in Masters history

AUGUSTA, Ga. (AP) — Don't be surprised
if it turns up soon in a new Tiger Woods commercial. This was a shot, though, that will outlive any ad campaign.
Brilliant even before it hung tantalizingly
on the lip, Woods' chip became one for the
ages Sunday when it toppled into the bottom
of the cup on the 16th hole of the Masters.
Woods wasn't Hying for a memorable moment
when he hit the shot that swept down a ridge
and funneled its way slowly into the hole. He
was just trying to win a golf tournament, and
his fourth green jacket.
He got both, with a shot that will join iconic Masters moments of the past.
"I was just trying to throw the hall up there
on the hill and let it feed down there and
hopefully have a makable putt," Woods said.
"All of a sudden, it looked pretty good, and
all of a sudden it looked like really good, and
it looked Ilk* how could it not go in, and

how did it not go in, and all of a sudden it
went in.
"So, it was pretty sweet."
It wasn't just the magnitude of the moment,
or the difficulty of the show, though the moment
was huge and the shot treacherous.
It was the image of the ball rolling slowly
down the slop and stopping for two agonizing
seconds before finally dropping in the cup that
will be remembered years after the fans who
were privileged to see it are no longer around.
They may not have seen Woods when he
won his fourth green jacket a short time later
with a playoff putt on the 18th hole.
But they were there to see The Shot, erupting in a raucous celebration when it dropped.
"Somehow an parthquake happened and. it
fell into the hole," Woods said.
The shot instantly became a Masters classic.

•Masters ...

aren

•Mets
From Page 1B
and Cliff Floyd and David leading RBI total to 15, leadWright connected later in the ing Jon Lieber (2-0) and the
inning to send Willie Randolph Philadelphia Phillies to a 13to his first victory as a man- 4 - victory in St. Louis.
ager.
"'There's a lot of opportuBoosted by the win, the nities here," Burrell said.
Mets headed to New Ydric for "We've got a lot of guys that
their home opener Monday are very good hitters. Everyagainst Houston.
body's out there driving guys
. Beckett has been on top of in."
Ibis game since .opening day.
Glaus is already in Arizona's
*le pitched a five-hitter Sun- record book, just six games
day to extend his streak of score- into the season.
less innings to 15, and Juan
The big third baseman homeEncarnacion hit his second red for the fourth consecutive
grand slam of the week to help ganie to tie a franchise record,
Florida beat the visiting Wash- and Shawn Green connected
ington Nationals 8-0,
against his former team for the
"I'veseen a tremendous second straight day to help the
change in the guy," Marlins host Diamondbacks beat the Los
manager Jack McKeon said. "I Angeles Dodgers 5-4.
saw a great work ethic in spring
"I think that's kind of the
training. I saw a guy that was plan. We're supposed to hit
focused and determined. He some home runs," Green said.
has all that potential, and he
In other NL games, it was:
i wants to bring it to the front. Houston 5, Cincinnati 2; Chica.and he has been pitching like go 6, Milwaukee 5 in 12
1 that."
innings; Pittsburgh 6,San Diego
1
, Burrell hit a three-run homer 3; and San Francisco 11, Colto increase his major league- orado 4.

'

ees

1111•MIIMMMII,

Before the season, Mets
catcher Mike Piazza gave Randolph a cigar to smoke in celebration of his first victory.
But he had to wait seven long
days to light up.
"I've got it in my Ng and
I'm definitely going to smoke
it when we get home,- Randolph said, smiling.
Martinez (1-0) retired his
final 16 batters in his fourth
career two-hitter, striking out
nine and walking one. After
the bullpen cost him a win on
opening day in Cincinnati, the
Mets' new ace finished this
one himself for his 43rd career
complete game.
Smoltz (0-2) was nearly as
good, tying his own Atlanta
record for strikeouts set May
24, 1992, against Montreal.
"That was the best pitching
I've ever seen in my career,"
Mets first baseman Doug Mientkiewicz said.
Beckett (2-0) might dispute
that after his second career
regular-season shutout.

TV, radio
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
1:10 p.m.
WGN — San Diego at Chicago Cubs
2 p.m.
ESPN — N.Y. Yankees at Boston
6:30 p.m.
TBS — Washrngton at Atlanta
NBA
6 p.m.
NBA TV — Cleveland at Orlando
11:30
NBA TV — Phoenix at L.A Lakers

EYES &EYEWEAR
753-5507
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k

has never blown a finalHe split the fairway with shots over two holes in 22
round lead in a major and his tee shot and covered the minutes to erase a four-shot
never squandered more than a flag with an 8-iron. The win- deficit to DiMarco
when the
one-stroke advantage on the ning putt slid into the corner third
round resumed. Woods tied
last day of any tournament — of the cup, giving Woods his
a Masters record with seven
made a mess of the final two ninth major championship at age
straight birdies on his way .f.o
holes.
29.
a 65, giving him a three-shot
His tee shot at 17 flew into
Woods tied Ben Hogan and
lead going into the final round,
the pines, leading to bogey. Gary Player on the career list,
Then, Woods made the kind
Then he,, riaisrled the fairway halfway home so, this stap4ard
off the tee at 18, pushed his set by Nicklaus, *foods joined of mistakes rarely seen fretin
second shot into a bunker and Nicklaus (six) and Arnold him in the final round of .a
failed to get up-and-down.
Palmer (four) as the only play- major — a three-putt from about
• DiMarco's approach rolled ers with at least four Masters 25 feet at No. 5, a poor bunker
shot on the 13th. all of them
off the front of the 18th green, titles.
but he nearly won the tournaStill, this didn't look like raising DiMarco's hopes.
ment with an amazing chip of the same player who won his
"Anytime you can make him
his own. From 40 feet, he caught first eight majors.
hiccup a little bit, you know
the right edge of the cup, his
There was the familiar bril- you're doing something right."
ball spinning around the flag- liance. Woods needed only five the runner-up said.
pole before winding up 6 feet
away.
"The difference was his chip
(OLYMPIC PLAZA — MURRAY)
went in on 16 and my chip
lipped out on 18," DiMarco
said. "I don't know how it
didn't go in."
.Cataprekeasin Emus for Glows A Convict Laos
For the playoff, the two
;!Trestmest of Eye kiediellS
returned to the 18th tee to do
,,Large Seketka of0e'Frames sad Sunglasses 7
it all over again. This time,
.4.1om hammer Amiga!
Woods came up with two of
his best shots of the day under
stifling pressure.

Sewing By Steven

•Lakers
a pair of RBI, while Wes
Adams was 2-for-4.
Logan Schwettman picked
,up the pitching win for CCHS,
which battled back from a 2i
i0 deficit with a single run in
the fourth inning and seven
ore in the sixth.
Against St. Mary. the Lakerupted for six runs each
t
li
rs
.<
'n the second and fourth innings
o hammer the Vikings 15-3
n-Bfive innings of play.
1
Thieke again paced the Calway offense. going 3-for-4
ith three RBI. including a
to home run in the fifth. Colby
tarks was 2-for-3 with two
I, while Pete Thackston was
for-2..
Wes Adams was credited
. ith the pitching win.
On Saturday, Calloway go

From Page 1B

just one hit against Ripley, but
still managed to score the only
run of the contest in the bottom of the fourth inning, when
senior Troy Lewis got caught
in a rundown between first and
second base long enough for
Chase Chrisman to score.
Junior hurler Austin McCuiston improved to 2-0 on the
season in earning the mound
victory.
Calloway ended its Saturday play in the Wood Bat Classic with an 8-5 loss to Lone
Oak (2-7).
The Lakers led 3-2 after three
innings and extended that margin to 5-2 with two more runs
in the top of the sixth. But
the Purple Flash erupted for
six runs in the bottom of the
sixth to claim the win. In that
frame, the Oakers were aided
by six consecutive hits.
Lone Oak finished the game
with nine hits to eight for
CCHS. Thackston had three
hits in four plate appearances,
while Thieke continued his hot
streak with the bat, going 2for-3. Coles followed with two
hits in four at-bats. The Laken committed five errors in
the game.
Calloway was scheduled to
continue its road trip today at
St. Mary before traveling to
Hopkinsville on Tuesday to battle University Heights.
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ON LAWN TFIACTOR

• Drapery
• Custom Bedding
• Accessories
• Custom Blinds

• Specialty Rods
• Upholstery
• Design Service Available

ONLY S1,599'

.10444 DEERE

Now Offering More Than 1,000 Fabrics Including Silks

Call For Appointment 270-753-6361

It's A "Bear"
Of A Deal!

ENJOY JOHN DEERE ;
VALUE AT A $1,599 PRICE.1
GET MORE THAN YOU PAID FOR
i!
WITH THE NEW L108 LAWN TRACTOR.

2003 Chevy Z71 Pickup
Dark Grey, 4x4, PVV, PL, Tilt, Air, Cruise
Stk. SS131

ONLY$20
Come See

900

WAC + Tax, Trtie &

Fees

Chris now" Hairdos For This Great Deal!

Mee/titled

Brandon 000

CHECK OUT THIS OFFER AND MORE
AT YOUR DEALER TODAY!
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MURRAY HOME & AUTO INC.
972 CHESTNUT ST.
MURRAY, KY 42071
(270) 753-4110
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Elmo gets more emotional,
less tutorial for Japanese
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Baby

UFE

Unsolved Myst
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USA
AMC
ME
FAM
NICK

Feud

Feud

!Law 8 Order X

Angel (In Stereo) Charmed X
Clem Sweep X
able You Out

Uwe & Order X

StartIng OvOr (N) Trading Spaces
Strong Medicine
Deadly*beOW It

I,Baby

llovir

Nanny lawny

sad Ocg"(108.

Richard H. Stout, M.D.
ASTHMA & ALLERGY CLINIC

Law 8 Order I

Practice and specialized training dedicated exclusively to
the treatment of asthma. hay fever. sinus diseases. eczema
and other allergic disorders in children and adults.
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GoideniGoiden

fates:*** inekgrieflia4

Um& Order. Svu

Bevis Bronco Billy Movie:*** *Howie Omar-(1971) Movie:**3eTimes-(197S)'Kr SO**
City Confidante! Maim Justice
American Justice Airline Mood *ar* lirdont Flowers"(2000, Drama) Third Watch X
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Fatties FullHse Gilmore Gins X lth *even
Step
family Family Step
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Buy
Chalk- Groen Neutron OddpwDora
Max
Rugfes Ructrea CatDog Arnold °dam- Neutron Sponge Rock
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Crafters Homes
Mission Design Design Gasign: House
Reel TV Reel TV Maximum Exp.
SPIKE
Star Trek Gen.
MacGyver
Yes
Home Home
yes
Drew
RIBS Cosby Cosby Hervey Steve H. Drew
Totally Static
Ony
CoderCiON Looney Looney Krypto Turtles Ed, Edd Grim
Catherine Crier
Arguments
Cioskig
COURT Both Sides
Rep
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The
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Center
Student
BET
BET Now
HGTV

earl

Decorat- Senn
Star Trek Gen.

Country Music

CUT Rum

CUT Music

Week-

Laid-

Pace Videos

No Referral Necessary • New Patients Welcome
753-7451 • 2957

11902

Movie: "Alien Resurrection"(1997)'Fr Nord** Incopito"(1997)IT X

Stadia Sanded Ray:
Mega Titans Grim

I

xams Only 139

NYPD Blue X
Cops X Cops X
BET
106 8 Pet: Top 10 Live
Peacemakers a Dukes of Hanard

Frames & Lenses 25% Off
(-Must Present °upon • ‘o Other Lh,rourits
F.xpires 4130/05

applv

Eyecare Specialties
la am

WESTERN KENTUCKY LOCATION
Ft. KM.

308 S. 12th St.• 759-2300
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KBSI-Fox
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Jim

8:30
Rodney
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House 'Role Model 70s Show MalcolmSirnt
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Frasier

King

Bob Bilirngton

AUTO • HOME • BUSINESS • HEALTH & LIFE
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We're Serious About Service!
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Lube & Filter Change
'Front Brake Pad Replacement
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Friends
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$89.95 + Tax

(most cars & light trucks)

Ozzy

Fillillds

$ 15.95 + Tax
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-1-00/n.

APRIL SPECIALS!!

Dog

RoosFresh Pr. Fresh PT. RaeGO Color Decant- liessicm
Bald

004 Vein GO1061e

TOON

Sex &

CALL CONNIE PACE FOR YOUP
FREE IN HOME ESTIMATE!
Office. (866) 936-6600
Cell:(270) 293-8086
www shonathomecarnets torn

Bet-Air Center • Murray •

Entertain Cheaters Paid
Friends Oprah Winfrey X
Friends
Lab Lae Show
KFVS-CBS NCIS (In Stereo)
The Among Race 7 Judging Amy (N) X Newel Lite Show
Justice Street
WON News at Nine Becker X Becker Home Delivery
WGN
Columbo "Swan Smog
Mean
in-Fellow- Sniffs
Missions Dukes
Christ
liSP
Why Prophecy Your Day Lite Tod Today
Museums Charlie Rose(N)X
K Lite GED
WKIRU-PBS Media
Bookclub Greet Performances (In Stereo) Railways News
WON-UPT4 All of Us lEve X

Jason Efillington

THE MURRAY
INSURANCE AGENCY

Nova )ln Stereo) X

Becker X Drew

9.

'Free In-Home Estimates
•Financing Available
'Window Blinds
*Professional Installation
*100% Satisfaction Guarantee
'Al) Mayor Brands of Ceramic,
Carpet, Vinyl, Hardwood,
Laminate and Commercial
Floonng

Movie ***'Niko and Jajle(199B)

A CHARTER,B- MURRA1 ELECTRIC ('• MEDLACOM. D- GALAXY
10.00 10:30 11:00 11.30 1 2 00 12 30
9-30
9:00
U'f•
Friends Friends MO**
Blind Justice(N)
News
Lopez
Nigh** Stinted Sanaa Jimmy Kimmel Live
Rodney Blind Justice (N)I News
Jim
Lopez
Cal
Late Night
Tonight Show
Law 8 Order: SVU News
WSMV-NBC WIII
Scrubs X Scrubs X The
Show
Late
Late
Entertain
Show
News
Late
WTVF-CBS NCIS (In Stereoi I The Amazing Race 7 Judging Amy (N)
Last C.all
Late Night
Law 8 Order: SVU Newel Tonight Shaw
WPSO-NBC Billy Graham
Scrubs The
Edition
SNOW
Live
Kimmei
Jimmy
News
(N)
Rodney Blind Justice
WBBJ-ABC My Wife 4 Lopez
Jim
%tone
7:30

GOMA'
Call 7531916.

1

RayEd, Edd

TUESDAY EVENING

7:00
WKRN-ADC My Wile
WSIL-ABC My Vine

.1

Hwy. 641 N., Murray, KY 42071

/J..1 1_).1 J

CSI Crime Scn

Movie

Movie Mamie

most of the world, if not all
the world," Victor said during al
recent visit to Tokyo.
Most Japanese are familiar
with the Muppets because they
have seen the American show.
Muppet merchandise and toys
have been around for years.
Still, the new show has yet
to win over viewers, lagging at
2.9 percent ratings.
Children are being bombarded not only with educational shows, but also with
doses of TV animation known
as manga, as well as a lineup
of mascot characters, including
Hello Kitty, Pokemon and
Mickey Mouse.
It hasn't helped that a
manga show is on another
channel the same time slot as
"Sesame Street," although
"Sesame Street" strategically
airs between two manga on its
channel.
What's definitely the same
— and special — with
"Sesame Street" around the
world is the authentic Took of
the Muppets.
The show isn't dubbed, and
the puppeteers for the Japanese
train
by
were
show
American Muppeteers to deliver their lines while moving the
Muppets' mouths in sync with
their own voices, just as in the
U.S. version.
Kevin Clash, the original
Elmo who auditions and trains
Muppeteers, believes the
Japanese show will catch on —
once word gets out.
"Elmo is there to teach.
Elmo is there to say it's wonderful to be happy about living
and enjoying life and the simplest things in life," he said in
a telephone interview from
Paris, where he is working on
another "Sesame Street" coproduction.
"I think that's what Elmo
represents. And that's a great
thing to teach a child."

House

Curt

Movie:**14 ton on Ale(1989)111 Movie: "Noises Or(1992) MIRIlt: **It Ihe Doctor(MO Waken Hist tingangsGray Matter N, a Power or Good
MAX
***StWar(2003)Sean Pam. Moat*** ''Sorrineribrit993)
*We
eah 10 Years OW(2001)
. Moat 'CanadenRinitellt
SHOW MOM* "Best Min"(19913) !Ueda ** "The Proposli(19135)11
ce
So
Uzzle 1Sister So
Proud Brace- Kim
!Recess Lilo
DISH
Stanley !Mouse Recess Lilo
JoJo
** "The Desperate OM*" Movie: -The Boyfriend Schoor(1999
FL1X
"Honey,!Shrunk the Kids" Movie:**'-2 `Fuzz"(1972)1313'
HBO

the vgrsion here is more abOut
problem-solving and growing
up. Much of the half-hour show
is spent on a relatively complex
story.
In one, Elmo stumbles during a track race and struggles
with feelings of defeat, but gets
up to make it to the finish line.
In another, he dreams about
becoming a baseball player, a
superhero and a dancer, but in
the end decides his true love is
dance.
Japan's production is part of
an effort at "Sesame Street" in
recent years to spread its message globally. "Sesame Street"
has been shown in 120 nations,
and 20 are local productions.
In Japan, public TV broadcaster NHK used to show the
American "Sesame Street" in
the evenings, mostly to help
adults learn English. NHK;
which dominates children's
programming, refused to take
part in the co-production,
which airs Sunday mornings on
a different channel.
"Sesame Street" has also
made progressive inroads in
other nations. In South Africa,
HIV-positive
an
there's
Muppet. The Muppets are helping children learn cross-cultural respect in the Middle East
through programs in Israel and
the Palestinian territories. In
Norway, a live birth was shown
in an episode.
In developing nations such
as Bangladesh, China, Mexico
and Afghanistan, "Sesame
Street" is still doing what it's
done best for years — mixing
learning with tasteful Muppet
entertainment.
Daniel • Victor,
But
Executive Vice President of
Workshop, knew
Sesame
"Sesame Street" had to offer
something different in Japan.
"We're quite aware that in
terms of cognitive learning,
Japan is probably way ahead of

$89.99 + Tax

(most cars & light trucks)
Call Or Stop By Today!(Please present coupon - Expires 4/30/05)

Brandon

HIIIC7C

Cadillac • Pontiac • Buick
1300 N. 121 By-Pass • Murray •(270) 753-5315 -(800)455-5315
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Notice

puBmc NOTICE
Special called meetings for the
Hazel City Commissioner are Tuesday
April 12th at 6:00 p.m.and April 13th at
6:00 p.m. at the Hazel City Hall.
Two
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Area's For US
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Home Funmhings
Antiques
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie
Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 'Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax:
753-1927
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MEDICAL Training
Phlebotomy training
with national certification offered by Medical
Laboratory Service.
Starting May, at inclusive/$600.
(731)782-3110 or
(406)586-2040.

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
NOW forming Monday
night 8-ball league at
Breaktime
Billiards
759-9303

CFO needed full-time
beginning June 1. 4year accounting
degree required with
3.30 min GPA.
Experience preferred.
Please email resumes
to candicetd power.
claim.com or mail to
Hawkins Research,
406 N. 4th St., Murray.
KY 42071.

,.‘ed cook. ,ifid
iountains for
da s and ni$2111,.
Iiist he able. It)
%Nod. x‘eekends.
Apph al Sonic
Dri
217 S.
12th Street.
No phone calls.

***INTERVIEW DAY***

•ge

VIEWED TO BE THE BEST.

Pella is holding an on-site Interview Day to hire
production operators ($9.50 per hour to start and $10 per
hour after 60-days) for night shift. Hours of work are
10:30 p.m. - 7:00 a.m. with earlier start time based on
overtime needs.
Sat., April 23, 2005
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Pella Corporation
307 Pella Way, Murray, KY 42071
(North of Murray off of Highway 641)
To start working for a quality company, where people
count, stop by Pella Corporation-Murray Operations.
All qualified applicants will be provided an interview on
Saturday, April 23 after successfully passing the
'pre-employment testing that day.
PELLA CORPORATION IS #39 ON FORTUNE
MAGAZINES TOP 100 COMPANIES TO WORK FOR!!

irt

KOHLER COMPANY

Sign-On Bonus with excellent benefits offered:
(Medical, dental, vision. FSA.401K and more)
Previous home care experience preferred, but
not required.
Please contact;

Melisha Burns, RN,Branch Manager
(731)642-4285
Or fax resume to:(731)642-7910
MURRAY, KY FACTORY CONNECTION a
retail clothing store currently operating
165 stores throughout the southeast has
the following position available:
• Manager
Upbeat outgoing candidates with retail
experience. sales ability, merchandising
and supervisory skills will qualify for:
• Health, Life, Disability. Dental, •
Vision insurance
• Vacation
•40I(K)
• Clothing Allowance
Please forward your resume to:
Help #200
701 Railroad Ave.
Albertville, AL 35951
Fax 256-878-2803
ioanna@lactorv-connection.com
** Please note resumes received without proper help number indicated
"
will not be processed.

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters

• Production Supervisors
• Industrial Engineers
Submit resume with salary history
and requirements to:
unioncityhr@kohler.com
Kohler offers competive wages and
benefits including: Health, Dental,
Vision, LTD, SID, Life Insurance,
401(K), Pension Plan, Vacation and 10
paid Holidays.
Equal Opportunity Employer
M/F/D/V

Primary Care Medical Center currently
seeking CMA/LPN or RN on a full or parttime basis. We offer a comprehensive benefits package. Experience preferred but not
required. Respond today! Forward qualifications to 300 South 8th St., Suite 480
West, Murray, KY 42071.

Urg
ent
r

FULL time babysitte
needed. References
required. 753-2168
LITTLE
School
Daycare, Inc
has
vacancies for ages 4
months and up to 12
years. For information,
call 759-0010.
PART time mother's
helper. Cadiz couple
seeks reliable & caring
person for two kids.
Light housework. Good
pay. 270-924-4328
SINGLE mother wants
to clean homes. I am
very dependable &
honest. I enjoy cleaning, organizing and do
a very thorough job. Do
not hesitate to inquire
about decorating ifthat
is your need. I have a
knack for decorating on
a dime. Please call
Lou. 293-7654

.
„v,are
ow Clinic
HELP WANTED: Cook and also a Nurses'
Aid. PRN. not full time at present. Pleasant
atmosphere. Good NA orking conditions. Must
enjoy working with the elderly. Apply in person at Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium
View Dr, Murray. EOE

MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site serve
759.3556
111121111110 Wry
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all Cal
Larry at 753-3633

INSURANCE

‘, fitr.00 labpfitti1
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Lou V. MeGary
Does Your Pohey Pay 100% of

Limousines & Vans

the Deductibles?
MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

ist Main st. airesk i.aspog
Munn Main
ids4114717
Mariland
A$0.aas hamplesslies•Airport Service • Certified Nan

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $912 on Part A.; $110 on
Part B Call me for more information.
FREE HELP IN CLAN FILING FOR MY WENT'S

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

When:
Time:
Where:

060
Project Mentor Supervisor, Services for
Help Wanted
Students with Learning Disabilities. Murray
State University. This is an 11-month position
CUSTODIAN_
Large
to begin April 2005. Qualifications:
local church is seeking
Bachelor's degree in Education, Social Work or
custodial help. Position
related field and two-year supervisory experiwill require part-time
ence required. Previous experience working
weekend work wi flexwith students with learning disabilities and
Lost and Found
time during week, totalcoordinating tutoring programs is necessary.
ing at least 32-40 hours
Now accepting
Experience in school or university setting with
• „Lost Set of keys in the ja4 wenk,_Exnerienee
(*hellions for a full
tio9skilj
olgteel1e,ni
01
11
a$04v4itt416W1
410941
.110E-Panay alafking lbe ;vIlh eied&Eal,'paint '"Jme Or part Were
found please call (731) ing and HVAC a plus in • required. Proficiency wh 'W.tvineff Office'
and bookkeeping skills for rieetraii&leping are' ;Manager and•cooks.
642-1311.
addition to cleaning
Apply In person
required. Ability to work in fast-paced enviduties. Please send
at Nick's
ronment
and
handle
situations
that
may
arise
in
resume and references
616 N. 12th
a professional manner. Respon.sibifities:
Help Wanted
to P.O. Box 1040-C, c/o
Murray
Coordinating Project Mentor, an academic supMurray Ledger and
port
program
of
the
SSLD
OTR
Office.
drivers.
Recruiting,
2 years
ARE you a TEAM
Times.
supervising and training student mentors who
experience, Local
player?
DANCERS
earn
tutor for the SSLD Office. Daily contact with
company, late model
SPORTABLE
$1.000+ weekly! The
equipment. Home
both university employees and students, as well
SCOREBOARDS
Purple Building. 270most weekends. Full
will begin interviewing
as contact with parents of current SSLD stu759-2153. 270-293and part-time positons
or immediate full time,
dents, prospective students who have learning
2069
available Call 753DAY shift positions in
disabilities and appropriate governmental
GRADUATION is near.
3404
Air production departoffices such as Vocational Rehabilitation.
Now hiring for all posittent.
PART time housekeepExtensive record keeping and confidentiality of
tions.
Background
Sportable Scoreboards
er neOded immediately
student records and other information must be
check is required.
3ffers
competitive
at Irvin Cobb Resort.
maintained. Application Deadline to Apply:
Apply between 2 and 4.
wages, a comprehenApril 18, 2005. Send letter of application, Must be able to clean
Monday-Thursday
sive benefit package.
thoroughly, quickly, and
resume and a list of references to Bill
Ryan's Steakhouse.
along with the opportube dependable Please
Allbritten, Director, Counseling and Testing
801
aity for advancement.
Wal-Mart Dr.
call Susan 436-5811
Center, Murray State University, 100 Ordway
Murray.
If you are self motivatSAFETY
Hall, Murray, KY 42071-3055.
advisors
ad, quality oriented and
Women and minorities ate encouniged to apply.
$2500 month, manager
LOCAL Class A CDL
lave the desire to
Murray
State
University
is
an equal education and
Instruction.
trainee's $3000 month
Job
employment opporrunim M/F/D, AA employer.
make a difference in
Company will train. Call
Placement assistance.
your position. please
M-F 9am-lpm only! 1Call today to see if you
lonvard, your resume
are eligible for state
800-578-8799
to:
mfgjob la/ scorepaid training! 877-554WANTED: bartender &
ooardl.com
3808
cook.
641
Club,
EXPERIENCED
Kohler is the leading manufacturer of Puryear, Tennessee.
REALTOR in Marshall
Night shift 6-3, 3 or 4
Mechanic needed
County area. Call 293Kitchen and Bath fixtures. Due to
nights
week.
a
(270)628-5427
8738 for appointment
continued growth, Kohler has the folExperienced
only.
Apply in person.
Volunteer Home Care,Inc., is seeking the
lowing openings.
following positions for the Paris branch:
• Safety Coordinator

*CLINICAL SUPERVISOR
*FIELD STAFF RN

NESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY]

Help Wailed

- PREPLANNING Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialof
Self Memorialization,
a gift for those who
love you.

For Complete Auction, Call
Roger Stubblefield, Auctioneer
(270)703-6000
Wayne Wilson Realty
(270)753-5086
Diana Stubblefield, Associate 0
(270)527-2931

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Muffay, KY 42071
Terry Isaacs/Karen Isaacs, Owners

PLACE YOUR AD HERE!
for as little as
$6.00 per week.
(13 Week Contract1

kI. U T I () N
140

;1-2411

Set up Pre-Thana Trust

150
Want to Buy

A&A
Logging
Co.
Buyer of standing em
bee, pupWood, pine,
Ph 658-3676 or 7069099

Articies
For Sale

*ibis*MS For Sale

GREAT Floorplan 4
bedroom, , 2 bath.
Gartie roost with fireplace & entertainment
package. 2x6 sidewalls. Flat Residential
aluminum
BUYING
Appliances
ceilings, Thermalpane
cans and other aluWindows.
$57,995.
minum. Key Auto Parts.
Large Selection
Keith Baker Homes,
753-5562
USED
Paris, TN. 731-644CASH paid for
APPLIANCES 0012. 800-533-3568
good. used guns.
LARGEST
SINWard-Elkins
Benson Sporting
GLEWIDE DEALER IN
the Square
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
WEST TENNESSEE:
Murray.
753-1713
Where We Own The
Bank. Let us get you in
160
MARX Battleground
a new home today - no
Home Furnishings
Johnny West, GI Joe
money down - with
Bill 492-6129
your deed. Call 731ANTIQUE dining table,
OLD Harley motorcy- six chairs, three leafs, 642-6438
MUST sell, Make an
cles from 1940's, 50's. refinished dark wood
New upholstery. $400 offer New 2003 16x80.
and 60's. 492-8766
3 bedroom, 2 bath,
OBO. 492-8707
USED carpeting, elecgreat floorplan. & 2003
180
tric baseboard heaters,
28x60 4 bedroom, 2
LOOT fa Garden
refrigerators, air condibath. Keith
Baker
tioners, stoves, and
Homes, Paris. 731GOOD
riding
mowers
doors. 753-4109
& 1 push self propelled, 644-0012, 800-5333568
WANT to buy junk cars, 1 rear tine Gilson Tiller
trucks, and tractors
Will trade for guns. OVERSTOCKED
436-5235
WITH SINGLEWIDES
Ph.436-5650
- Pnces slashed!!! Call
WANT to buy: Junk Car
now!!! 731-584-9429
and Trucks. Call (270)
VERY
nice 16x80
474-2540 or 293-6199
PI _ANTS
mobile home ('95) on 1
Six days a week.
The Flower Potts' acre lot in Conrad
WANTED: riding mowHeights Subdivision at
Greenhouse
ers that need work
365 Rieman Rd off
1107
Potts
Rd
436-2867
Hwy. 280. One block
9-2756
from
East Elementary.
150
3 BR, 2 bath, all elec270
Articles
tric. All appliances
Mobile Homes For Salo
For Sale
included except wash2 cemetery
plots,
er. Attached front porch
1995
FleetWood
Murray
Memorial
Reflections
14x70, and 12x20 covered
Gardens. Lot 89, Block
back porch. $42,500.
refrigerator,
stove.
D, units 3 & 4. Prime
Several vacant lots for
washer, dryer, gas
Christus
Garden. heat, propane tank
Sale iii same subdivi$2,495. 949-673-7601
sion. For more informaincluded, too many
tion call 753-8151 or
extras to list, must be
2 Western Saddles
753-5976.
moved.
asking
$250
each
Baby
$12,000. Call 762-9163
swing, walker, clothes
705-8208
3 BEDROOM HOUSE
FREE L.P. GAS FILL & LAND: 1/4 mile from
Perryville Marina! Only
WITH NEW 20 La.
$23.000 Call now!!! 2
bedroom
in
TANK PURCHASE.
731-584-9429
Northwind Call 753B&B BROKERS
9866 or 489-2847
4 AND 5 BEDROOM
L.P. GAS
DOUBLEWIDES: Both
2BR, 2BA +
753-4389
priced to sell in the
first and last month
$50's. WE'RE DRIrent. $250p/mo. 1 mm
OFFICE desks, Coke
VING HIGH PRICES
from Aurora 270-354machine, washer and
OUT OF TOWN. Call
9412
dryer, M.1.G. and T.I.G.
the "Loan Arranger"
welders, Case tractor
today at 731-642-4046. 3-BORM, 2-bath smallwith backhoe attacher double wide home
ment. 753-4109
ASSUME PAYMENTS
with range, refngerator,
ON
HOUSE
NEAR
PEPSI Machine, Vend°
and dishwasher Water
KENTUCKY LAKE!!!
63 Ice cold, $350 neg.
furnished Large yard
731-584-9429
Weider weights and
in country No pets
bench, spin on collars.
References required
DON'T miss our April
$200. 978-1584
1024 Bazzell Cemetery
sale on all lot models
Rd Call 489-2117.
VACUUM
cleaners
Buy Now and Save
WHITE paint: I bought
clerk Will share it With
you 753-2579

1211

bags. belts and hoses
Motorcycle helmets,
lackets, boots, and
saddlebags
Jerry's
Sporting
Goods,
Mayfield

Thousands $$$. We
welcome you to shop
and compare Keith
Baker Homes, Pans.
731-644-0012, 800533-3568

Mot**sae Lots For Mill
LOTS for rent
9866

753

2.000 sq ft 121 N
(ByPass). Call 7535690 available May
1st
Madman For Rent
1 bedroom apartment
Clean and nice, al
appliances including
w/d No pets. 270-4365496
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
IBA apt available, all
appliances furnished.
Mur-Cal Realty. 7534444.
1BR Unfurnished Apt,
$265.00. close to campus. available April
1.No pets. 753-5980
1BR. 1 bath studio,
$335 month 28R, 1
bath, washer & dryer,
$410 month. 753-7559
1BR, 1 bath. washer &
dryer. $325 month
753-7559
1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in free
days Coleman RE
759-4118
2 BR Duplex near MSU
stove. fridge, dishwasher, central air
heat. washer & dryer
hook-up. lawn care, no
pets 753-0259.
28R all appliance
included Water, sewer
trash paid. Yard mowing included. Call 7537313
2BR,2 Bath apartment,
all maior appliances
furnished. 753-7903
753-7813.
38R apts available for
immediate occupancy.
Please call 753-8221.
4 bedroom house. 1,2,
3 apts. 753-1252 or
753-0606
FORREST
View
Apartments 1213 N.
16th St.. now accepting
applications for: I br
starting at $330/montb.
2br townhouses, basic
rent $360/ month. C 3:
753-1970
Le.-- •
Message.
HILLW000 Drive. 2BR
apt. $350/mo. lease &
deposit
req
water/sewageora,b
turn. Call 293-511 7
LARGE, very nice .
bedroom. All appli•
ances
including
Washer
&
Dryer.
Excellent
location.
Veach Properties (270)
759-5885 or (270) 293-

7085.

wig

taimapain

•••••

Now Open! Newly Constructed!

TANGLE WOOD APARTMENTS
1750 Lowe* Drive Murray, KY 42071
1.2. & 3 bedroom-s avadable
• Free Cable (Dtsocanintl ironic( & phone rates with E-Tell
• Washer/Dryer Provided • Large specious units
• Fully equipped electnc kitchen includes Range
Refngerator, Dishwasher/Disposal
• Carpet/Ceramic Ilk throughout
• Central Heal/AU • Outside storage • Energy E.fficient

11211EN
1553 Oxford, 48R,

2.58A,

LA,

DR,

kitchen, den, g rm.,
30x36 storage 3,700
sq.tt. total. 759-1506,
293-4183

Affordable rents - Some restrictions apply
Call Joy for details... 270.762.1044
MP 800-648-6056
NSW

2BR
with
vertical
duplex behind Great
investment $65,000
270-753-4109, 270227-1545

FREE GAS WITH
LEASE
MUR-CAL APARTMENTS

ADORABLE
and
affordable 313R, 2.5BA
tri-level, 1900 sq.ft
Recently
updated.
great neighborhood
404 Camelot Dr 4362994. $119,500

1,2, & 3 Bedroom Apartments
902 Northwood Dr.
Mon. 8 am-2 pm. Wed. 11 am-6 pm,
Fri. 10 am-3 pm
Phone: 759-4984
TDD # 1-800-648-6056

Proo.
For Sale
bedroom,
LARGE
Near downtown industry and hospital All util
(ties included plus
cable including 5 premium channels and
References
Internet
$400
and deposit
month 761-1402, 2270406

LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2131,
1 5340 00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment

•

753-8221

NEW 3BR. 2BA duplex,
$700 per month Call
293-5423
NICE 2BR duplex W/
carport 753-7457 Of
436-6357
NICE. clean 1BR, all
appliances. University
Heights, no pets, lease,
$325. 753-1951, 7534937

1 acre commercia
property. 5 bay shop
with office. Located at
2575 Brim Rd. north of
town. $72,000 negotiable. Days 759-4405,
nights 759-2122/2271186
clerical prop. for rent
2 spaces, both 15x50
One unfinished. $425
configure to suit, $475.
One finished as very
nice office, $475. Call
Nelson Shroat 7593772
7,100 square feet on
approximately 3 acres.
Office space, 2 bathrooms. equipped with
gas heat, air hookup,
steel hoist beam, great
lighting, excellent location. The building is
divided and can be
leased by section. Call
753-2905 or 293-8595.
OFFICE space, Village
Center, 1406 North
12th St. 1,200 sq.
ft.753-7559

HEART of the city
Brock 3 13R, 2 bath 2
car garage, built 1999
(270)210-2470
RED brick. 3BR, LR,
den, kitchen with eating
area, 1BA. attached
carport, central HiA,
large shop, storage
building. 10.5 acres, 12
miles 94E, $87,000.
753-1951
VINYL 3BR, 2BA 2 car
screened
garage,
porch, 1 acre lot with
trees.
Appraised
$88,000. Southwest
District 435-4594

YAMAHA PW50 Dirt
bike w/ training wheels.
Hardly used. Runs
great. $700. 753-4893
or 293-2493
2004 Kawasaki Ninja
250. 1,025 miles, warranty, $2,200 0130
293-4045 or 753-1534
'01 Warrior, black &
white, excellent condition. Call 759-4808.

l

ici
portUtNty Vehiclas
03 Durango SLT+, 241<
miles, loaded, $21,600
080 437-4722
1999 Jeep
Grand
Cherokee
Laredo,
Black. V6, Leather, CD,
all pwr, 88,000 miles,
Very nice, $11,500.
753-4893 or 293-2493

$.1,
1

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325

Call Today!
753-8668.
TWO bedroom duplex,
1 bath, C/H, carport,
outlet for w/d No pets.
436-5960
WE will have several
wonderfully large, extra
nice 1 bedroom apartments on Campbell
Street and Chris Drive
available with leases
starting April 1 through
mid -August.
Unfurnished ($115.00)
or very nicely furnished
($375.00) All appliances
including
Washer & Dryer. Veach
Properties (270) 7595885 or (270) 2937085.

[
111Pl
iouses For NM
2 bedroom, 1 bath,
$425
month. 257
Tobacco Rd. 753-1159
2210 Gatesborough, 3
bedroom. 2 bath, executive
home, living
room, dining, den, mud
room,
washer/dryer
hookups, Florida room,
garage. 761-1317

Used Cars

Peb II Supplies
ACA Reg. Yorkies.
Dam 4.5 lbs. Sire 6.5
lbs. Both parents availfor
viewing.
able
Females, $700. Males,
$600. 436-5508 or 2935508

F-150
4x4
2001
Supercrew 5.4 engine.
power windows, tilt
wheel,
adjustable
power
pedal, fog
lamps, bed liner, and
canopy. 270-978-1270,
leave message.

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer.
436-2858

'90 Toyota Camry LE, 1
owner. 120.5xx miles,
$3,000. 753-6918

LAB puppies, 8 weeks
old, full blooded, no
papers, $50 270-3822800, 270-832-1759

1986
4dr.
Sedan
DeVille, gray, great
starter car Recently
serviced, new tires,
runs good $600 OBO.
293-9953

1

iki146;
(
IfidkS

ClilititS

2297 State Route 94 East
(2701759-4408

CLOTHING
CLOSEOUT
Wrangler Jeans
StartmKII

$16,99
Men s & Women's

AN MN*le Stare
Val k hid

2BR near downtown
Murray. 753-4109
38R, 1713 Oakhill, all
appliances furnished.
$675/mo. 293-7738
3BR, 2 bath newly
remodeled. $500/mo.
Discount if paid early.
(270)489-2515. 207 N.
Cherry St., Murray

Murray.
Call Linzy Beane residence 436-2582

8 miles east of

liriu:lig Ow. Nur%

tinancin,
;
270-753-60 12
TWO story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units. Excellent
income -producer.
$125.000. 270-7534109. 270-227-1545

[
glite Property
ASF Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

LAKE
Barkley
Waterfront! 3.9 ac
$49.900. New to mar
ket. Ideal location. Wit
not last! Call owner
866-924-4328

[
11111Aavale
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
92 acres located on
Cell: (270) 293-4183
Faxon Road. Heavily
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F
wooded with some
MURRAY Store and
pine, some hardivood.
Lock presently has Lovely site cleared and
units available. 753- ready for building.
2905 or 753-7536.
Creek flows through
property plus pond.
PREMIER MINISTOR- Calf Kopperud Realty.
753-1222 for details.
AGE 'Inside climate
Reduced to $900 an
control storage
acre. MLS119909
*Security alarmed
WANTED- 30-50 acres
*Safe & clean
'We sell boxes'
for hunting. East to
•We rent U-Hauls
sputh side of Murray.
270-436-2905
753-9600

-
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11511 Viing
2004 Ford Freesta
with 29,000 miles, fully
loaded, $18,400. 7531414

MIR
2001 Deck boat 216' &
trailer. Aluminum 115
Johnson (08). Garage
kept. Great condition.
Call
270-436-5949.
Pat.
1986 17.5 ft. fiberglass
walk-through
windshield, ski boat, 140
horsepower,
Mercruiser inboard/outboard. All new upholstery, great condition.
Fantastic find comes
with
new
trailer.
$4,000. 293-9953
1449 Johnboat with
1994 25HP Johnson.
Minn-Cota
trolling
motor. Pedestal seats.
Good trailer. Just spent
$200 on motor. $1,800.
270-293-9706

1
Lawn
Mowing
mulch, other services
also. Free estimates.
753-0462
436-2867 Joe Lamb's
Mower Repair. Tune-up
specials. Work guaranteed, free pick-up/delivery.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages. gutters,
junk & tree work.

492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types. 29
years experience. Call
Carters

ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, addttions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms, roofing, vinyl
siding. mobile home
repair, sagging floors.
termite & water damage. Larry Nimmo
or
(270)753-9372
(270)753-0353

A Shade Greener
Lawn Care
7 years service
*Gutter Cleaning
*Shrub Tnmming
•Tree Tnmming
•Spnng Cleaning
Quality Service at
Affordable Prices
Free Estimates
(270)519-2382
(270)395-9915
A-1
AFFORDABLE
HAULING all around
clean-up gutters, tree
work 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044
AFFORDABLE Lawn
Care Lawns mowed
free estimates 2931924

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113

s-ic"on-di

HALL'S HOLM!
PAINTING
Interior & Exterior
Reasonable rates
270-489-6084

270-562-02211,

JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
*or all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
•Intenor & Extenor
'Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors I shutters
'No lob too small
•Free estimates
753-8858.

JUNK/
Rubbish
Removal,Spring clean
mg, clean out attics
garages, yard waste
etc (270)489-2583

Dozer work & Track
hoe
CARPORTS Starting

LAYTON

at $675. installed. Roy
Hill (270)436-2113.

MOODY'S
Mower
Repair pick-up & deliver. 753-5668

Cecil McLeod's
Small Engine Repair.
Pick up and delivery.
753-9814.
CLEAN
Cut Lawn
Care Lawns mowed,
free estimates 2931924

(; 1 I (Psi %.1
1 kl‘ \ '.II'\ I( I.
it1111111111i2.

Hudson

hauling & backhoe
753-4545, 767-0213

Ilerescopes
BIRTHDAY for
HAPPY
ilbesday, April 12, 2005:
You are prone to heading in one
direction and suddenly doing a
complete reversal. You might
not be able to deal with others
simply with logic. Actions often
speak louder than words.
Constantly update your thinking
by reading and discussing.
ROOF LEAKING?
Others find you quite appealing.
Gall a professional.
If you are single, you might feel
435-4645
like every day is Valentine's Day.
Get to know a special person. Go
ROOF REPAIRS through at least four seasons
Complete new roofs, together before you decide he or
shingle rubber, paint- she is it! If you are attached, the
ed metal. 29 yrs. exp. more you allow your significant
Call Dennis R. Carter, other to play a strong role in
Hazel.
your life, the warmer the bond
270-492-8688
becomes. Share your vulnerabilities and fears more often. GEMROSS Roofing. All
types, free est. 759- INI always lightens your mood.
1859 Of 293-4609
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
JOHNNY WS
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
STUMP REMOVAL 1-Difficult
Free esti
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
270-3541116 **** You might wonder how
270-703-1021
much someone has really been

FIESICO
Contractors, LLC.
Residential
Commercial repairs,
remodels, additions.
Replacement windows,
vinyl sidint), decks
Insurance claims welcome. 270-227-2115,
270-436-5764

-A•••••

I \LI TIMM k

MOW Yards. Good job,
good price. 759-3072
MOWING, trimming,
mulching, painting, odd
jobs, cleaning. Free
Estimates. 767-0533
978-1115.

PAINTED
METAIL ROOFS
Installed, 16 colors.

WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and
Remodeling. Quality
Work. Over 30 Years
Experience.
Gerald
Walters. 753-2592.

29 years experience.

iJl for fair
est i mate.
753-8682

Call Dennis R.
Carter, Hazel.
270-492-8688

\\ ill tiller garden
uith tractor.
RellMonable prices.
Call 759-1252.
Lea% e name and
number.

WANTED: Yards to
mow. Reliable
6119

‘sphall Pa% ing
l'imumercial/Rrsiitkimal
Seal( meting.
Striping. binding.
eseas:ins in.
\int iitI I
P(‘I\I.

293-

YARDS mowed and
trimmed. Reasonable
rates. Call 226-9262

We do all the odd
jobs you don't
ha% e time for.
293-5438
I D(' Lan n arc
law
• I ree eslimati;.
•f

PAYTON LAWN CARE
Mowing.
Landscaping.
Fertilizer and Light
Backhoe Work

270-436-5507 Nome
270-293-7717 Cell

holding back once he or she
starts spilling the beans. The
insights you get are best kept to
yourself. Don't worry so much
about others. Make calls. Catch
up on news and meetings.
Tonight: Favohte spot, favorite
people.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You might want to think
through what you say, as there
could be ramifications left and
nght. Someone you trust deeply
might not be as supportive as
you would like. Visualize more of
what you want out of life. Tonight:
Indulge in an energizing activity.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You have what it takes
to make a difference. Your smile
warms up many, though a cantankerous boss could make you
antsy and tired. Rise above problems, using your innate creativity
and intellect. Tonight: Ever playful.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Don't worry so much about

7q_115.01 • 753-1537

DNJ
Handyman

by lama*BIM

FREE Pug-Lhasa apse
mix dog. 767-0883
Free Beautiful Calico,
2 years old, spayed &
shots. Call 293-5330 or
759-0707.

a change in plans. Not everything is as easy as you would
like. You are coming from a solid
place; therefore, finding solutions
might be a lot easier than you
realize. Be imaginative. Tonight:
Get some extra R and R.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Realize your limits right
now, and you won't be jolted by a
close associate who reverses his

UGLY ROOF STAINS

cut tree

270-489-6229
CUSTOM Tractor,
work tilling, blade
work, bush hogging.
Free estimates Gerald
L. Carroll, owner. 4926159 or 293-0163

DOZER WORK
INSTALL & REPAIR
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
GRAVEL HAULING.
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-7539503

D'S Lawn Service
*Mowing *Blade Work
•Mulching *Bush
Hogging
'Gardens Broke &
Titled

Don Spiceland
753-8428 or 293-6082.

BWT,INC.
ELECI'RICAL
CONTRACTOR
commercial/
residential • repairs
& new installs
Member Murray/Calloway

County Chamber of
Commerce
Licensed & Insured
270-489-2251
270-293-5037
1:1\ 1:1's 1,‘NN \
(.‘Itl SI Inn I

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal.
Stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 4892839.

6 T Lawn Sorrio
MOW*/
ittwerit 'AWNS sod

Remedies
Garde. Brea/dog tivaisomPaii

ight 270-489-2533
('dl: 270-293-2822

A/

Green Acres
Lawn Care:
•10-years service.
*Shrub and tree
tnmming
*Gutter cleaning
*Spring cleaning
*Other services
•Quality service at

affordable prices.
(270)753-0462
227-8658

A W A V® Roof-Brite
Since 1968
ASK ABOUT LIFETIME WARRANTY

270-748-5449
1-888-272-7003 wwwARBROOCCOM

David's Cleaning
Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning"
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing "Mobile Homes
'Brick 'All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways

MI " IN • Me MI • IN •
- AN
ON me III •'MI In • MN • MI " al
vommirgendwia.anikammor

Hwy. 45 N
Mayfield
View Our
Entire Invemory at
www.
bennettmotorsinc
.com

David Borders
(270)767-0313 or(270)527-7176

friend's news.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Others could be flaky at
best. What you need to do is
remain level and clear. For some
reason, a friend needs to question what you are doing. Don't
get upset. Focus on where your
success lies. Take charge of
what works. Tonight: Out late.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** As plans dissolve and reform, take the high road and
don't trigger. You laugh, and others relax. Do your own investigation and research. You know
what you want. Zero in on just
that. Tonight: Listen to a favorite
piece of music.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** A partner wants total
control -- just for now. The,smart
move is to give this person what
he or she wants rather than fight
the inevitable. You might need to
rethink a decision. Take your
time. Close your door. You do
your best thinking alone. Tonight:
A long-overdue chat.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** Others hold the cards.
Rather than try to buck the current trend, stay mellow and
direct. How you see a situation
could change with some startling
news. Revise and rethink as you
deem necessary. Friends come
through. Tonight: Go along with
anothers suggestion.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Emphasize what you can
accomplish. A fhend tosses a
roadblock into your path. Your
knee-jerk reaction might not be
the best. Investigate other ways
to handle this hassle. You could
jump . right over the problem.
Tonight: Catch up with someone
you respect.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** you know what is best
for yourself, though convincing
others might be futile. You are
your own person. Start claiming
your power ASAP. Insist on
detaching from a problem rather
than reacting. Tonight: Look forward, not backward.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**. The unexpected runs riot,
mainly because of actions you
take. Calm down, and others will
become much more stable and
willing to pitch in. You might not
have all the answers, but a partner or associate will provide
solutions when you can't.
Tonight: Get some extra sleep.
yalorkspipij to need. it

-VI%al
:NfOrtgage
im 'Link it(
www.globalmtglink.com

-7:1 For 5 Years
In A Row Zero Down
RHS Loans
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect)
*Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU:
•100% loan, no money down
'Flexible, forgiving program
*Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

(270) 753-7407

1-800-363-4720
*tel tr
itter detalls
41
4
0

or her stand. You have discovered the importance of being
more independent. Speak your
mind. Tonight: Catch up on a

w

1 1 1 N. 12" St.
Suite B • Murray

4GRIEIETIINIGS

(270)293-8923

If you are a NEWCOMER to
Murray/Calloway County
Call SYLVIA SANERT
AT 759-9219
)
L; COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE FOR
A SPECIAL WELCOME
We want to bring you gifts from many of our
business and professional people. It's their way of

Mow*- Mulch*-Seed* Lenthcapiqr
He* Nieto*:•Residents' I- Commie

saying, "We are glad you ?laved moved to
Murray-Calloway County."

01/

-;.ic73:-*Atsedlisured*
pit•I••

f NO fl .5 .telfiftt .8/P•

We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS
since 1946 Over 50 years!

GE Refrigerator

• Lawn Mowing
*Bushogging
*Garden Breaking
*Grader Blade' Work

The Ultimate In Storage
and Design Flexibility

MURRAY
APPLIANCE

Free Estimates
Bob Wallace - Owner

3

LAX'S SEAMLE
GUTTERS

"We Sennce All Brands
212 East Main St. • 753-1586

)

-111 t7a
\dult.

Install-Repair-Clea
Locally Owned

of Murray
Phillip klapper, it.
- tleanng AKis

FREE ESTIMATES

({Pferral, Het:limed

.100 s.uth. fstil

CoN for Appointment CVO)
M
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Stay-at-home mom finds she's Lookingliack
10 yeaxs ago
watching one too many kids
Published is a feature story

The effects of diaTeles
may include impotence

9:15 a.m. at the convention
the Kentucky Education As'o
in Louisville.
for
ciatioa
care
y
projhis
properl
will
and
and
Cavitt
her
about John
DEAR ABBY: My husas fficers of die
Elected
in
county
the
g
her.
scourin
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TECHNOLOGY

811 • Monda), April II, 2005

Technology poses pitfalls for papal conclave
Face transplant
issues discussed at
Murray State Tues.
I iatisplanting someone else's face on an individual may seem
farfetched to some, a medical miracle waiting to happen to others, or downright macabre to those who have seen the Nicholas
Cage/John Travoha film. Face Off. Experts say it's possible, but
some wonder if it is ethical. The question of whether something
should be done just because it can be done takes center stage on
this issue.
Dr. Allen Purr, chair of the sociology department at the
University of Louisville, will tackle that question and more during his presentation, "Face Transplantation: From Fiction to
Reality." when he visits Murray State University on Tuesday,
April 12. .
N1SU students, faculty and staff, and surrounding community
members are invited to attend the 7 p.m. lecture by Purr, to be
held in the Freed Curd Auditorium of the Collins Center for
Industry and Technology on Murray's campus.
As a member of the University of Louisville's pioneering
research and clinical team proposing the landmark surgery, Purr
conducts research on the ethical and social implications of the
experimental procedure. A recognized expert in his field. Fun has
published a number of health-related issues in sociology, psychology, medicine, nursing and social work journals.
Medical sociology is one area in the overall field of sociolog). it focuses on the social factors linked to health and is one of
Fun's areas of interest. He works with medical personnel on the
topic of face transplantation and is particularly interested in the
issues of identity and how face transplantation would be affected,
hot', others would react to the drastic change that would be
brought about by the surgery, and how the individual receiving
the treatment would. view himself/herself. RUT also writes about
the ethical issues of-the procedure.
The University of Louisville has been featured on the
I)iscosery Channel regarding the face transplantation research
that is being done there.
Experts in the area say that a face transplant should only be
done in cases of extreme disfigurement, primarily cancer patients
and burn victims, and not as a cosmetic enhancement. An individual receiving such a transplant would be subject to all the hazards
faced by recipients of other organs such as infection and organ
felection.
Proponents-of the procedure talk about the psychological benefits the surgery could have for severely disfigured individuals.
Those who oppose it, though, note that unlike heart or liver transplants it is not a life-saving surgery. They also worry that organ
donation could decrease overall because of would-be donors'
queasiness over the idea of their faces being transplanted.
All of those issues and more, experts say, should be settled
before a clinical face transplant is authorized.

By The Associated Press
VATICAN CITY tAP) —
Computer hackers, electronic
hugs and supersensitive microphones threaten to pierce the
Vatican's thick walls next week
when cardinals gather in the
Sistine Chapel to name a papal
successor.
Spying has gotten a lot more
sophistivated since John Paul
was elkted in 1978, but the
Vatican seems confident it can
protect the centuries-old tradition of secrecy that surrounds
the gathering.
"It's not as if it's the first conclave we've handled," said one
official, speaking on condition
of anonymity.
Vatican security refused to
discuss the details of any antitugging measures to be used
Airing the conclave. But
Giuseppe Mazzullo, a private
detective and retired Rome
policeman whose former unit
worked closely with the Vatican
in the past, said the Holy See
will reinforce its own experts
with Italian police and private
security contractors.
"The security is very strict,"
Mazzullo said. "For people to.
steal information, it's very, very
difficult if not impossible."
Thousands of reporters will
be watching as the 115 cardinals
gather in the Sistine Chapel on
April 18. Hackers and government informants may also be
monitoring the conclave.
The temptations to spy will
be immense. The papal election
will likely see keen competition,
notably between reformers and
conservatives. It is also expected
4o witness a strong push for the
first non-European pope.
Revelations of the proceedings could prove embarrassing
to the Vatican. For instance, sensitive discussions on a papal
candidate's stand on relations

with Muslims or Jews. recognizing China rather than Taiwan or
views on contraception would
be sought-after by governments
or the press.
John Paul was snsitive to
meddling from outsiBe. He spent
his formative years in Sovietrun Poland under pervasive government spying. The Turkish
gunman who shot him in 1981
was suspected of ties to the
Soviets, a regime later brought
down by forces the pope openly
supported.
In 1996, John Paul set down
rules to protect cardinals from
"threats to their independence of
judgment." Cell phones, electronic organizers, radios, newspapers, TVs and recorders were
banned.
The ban on cell phones and
personal data organizers makes
sense, security experts say, since
they can be hacked and used to
broadcast the proceedings to a
listener.
"An eavesdropper can reach
into those devices and turn on
the microphone and turn it into
an eavesdropping device," said
James Atkinson, who heads a
Gloucester, Mass.,company that
specializes in bug detection.
"It's extraordinarily easy to do."
Another worry for the
Vatican will be rooftop snoops
with sensitive microphones.
Laser microphones can pick up
conversations from a quartermile away by recording vibrations on window glass or other
hard surfaces. The Sistine
Chapel has windows set near the
roof.
"You focus the laser on a
window or on a hard object in
the room,like the glass on a picture," said a New York-based
security expert with Kroll, Inc.,
who asked that his name not be
used. "When people are talking
the glass will modulate with the

By
Stall

IlL

AP Photo
In this photo made available by the Vatican newspaper
L'Osservatore Romano, Cardinals meet for the daily
General Congregation of Cardinals in the Synod Hall at
the Vatican today. Cardinals met again to plan next
week's conclave, a secret vote that will elect the next
Roman Catholic pontiff.
sound of the voice and they can
recover the audio."
Laser microphones can be
thwarted with heavy drapes and
by masking conversations with
ambient noise.
Tougher to root out are tiny
bugs: transmitters or recorders
as small as a coin.
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To handle those, bug-sweeping teams — acting on the
pope's 1996 orders — will need
to mount complex sweeps of
sensitive meeting areas, taking
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chair cushions, opening heating
ducts, testing electrical wiring,
light bulbs and water pipes.
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